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Text and images are the two most common data modalities found on the Internet. Understanding the
synergy between text and images, that is, seamlessly analyzing information from these modalities
may be trivial for humans, but is challenging for software systems.
In this dissertation we study problems where deciphering text-image synergy is crucial for
finding solutions. We propose methods and ideas that establish semantic connections between text
and images in multimodal contents, and empirically show their effectiveness.
We present four interconnected text-and-image problems in this dissertation:
• Image Retrieval. Retrieving images by textual queries heavily relies on matching query
keywords with words surrounding images. Images without surrounding text, or with text which
is not matching but thematically related to query keywords cannot be retrieved. We propose
leveraging three modalities in combination to improve image retrieval: visual (automatically
detected image tags), textual (query keywords), and commonsense knowledge.
• Image Tag Refinement. Objects detected in images by Computer Vision tools often exhibit
noise and incoherence. Correctly identifying image concepts is paramount for tasks like image
retrieval with user queries. We propose to leverage commonsense knowledge to eliminate
noisy and incoherent detections, and enrich image annotations by adding thematic tags which
cannot be explicitly visually grounded.
• Image-Text Alignment. All image-text contents on the Internet (news articles, blog posts,
social media stories) require images to be inserted at semantically meaningful positions in a
textual write-up. We propose a framework that selects relevant images and aligns them with
meaningful paragraphs of a story.
• Image Captioning. Images in multimodal (text-image) stories usually have captions which
adhere to the context of surrounding text and elevate the reading experience. We propose the
problem of contextual image captioning: generating an image caption based on surrounding
text, in contrast to mainstream image captioning which only considers images alone.





Text und Bild sind die beiden häufigsten Arten von Inhalten im Internet. Während es für Menschen
einfach ist, gerade aus dem Zusammenspiel von Text- und Bildinhalten Informationen zu erfassen,
stellt diese kombinierte Darstellung von Inhalten Softwaresysteme vor große Herausforderungen.
In dieser Dissertation werden Probleme studiert, für deren Lösung das Verständnis des Zusam-
menspiels von Text- und Bildinhalten wesentlich ist. Es werden Methoden und Vorschläge präsentiert
und empirisch bewertet, die semantische Verbindungen zwischen Text und Bild in multimodalen
Daten herstellen.
Wir stellen in dieser Dissertation vier miteinander verbundene Text- und Bildprobleme vor:
• Bildersuche. Ob Bilder anhand von textbasierten Suchanfragen gefunden werden, hängt stark
davon ab, ob der Text in der Nähe des Bildes mit dem der Anfrage übereinstimmt. Bilder
ohne textuellen Kontext, oder sogar mit thematisch passendem Kontext, aber ohne direkte
Übereinstimmungen der vorhandenen Schlagworte zur Suchanfrage, können häufig nicht
gefunden werden. Zur Abhilfe schlagen wir vor, drei Arten von Informationen in Kombination
zu nutzen: visuelle Informationen (in Form von automatisch generierten Bildbeschreibungen),
textuelle Informationen (Stichworte aus vorangegangenen Suchanfragen), und Alltagswissen.
• Verbesserte Bildbeschreibungen. Bei der Objekterkennung durch Computer Vision kommt
es des Öfteren zu Fehldetektionen und Inkohärenzen. Die korrekte Identifikation von Bildin-
halten ist jedoch eine wichtige Voraussetzung für die Suche nach Bildern mittels textueller
Suchanfragen. Um die Fehleranfälligkeit bei der Objekterkennung zu minimieren, schlagen
wir vor Alltagswissen einzubeziehen. Durch zusätzliche Bild-Annotationen, welche sich durch
den gesunden Menschenverstand als thematisch passend erweisen, können viele fehlerhafte
und zusammenhanglose Erkennungen vermieden werden.
• Bild-Text Platzierung. Auf Internetseiten mit Text- und Bildinhalten (wie Nachrichtenseiten,
Blogbeiträge, Artikel in sozialen Medien) werden Bilder in der Regel an semantisch sinnvollen
Positionen im Textfluss platziert. Wir nutzen dies um ein Framework vorzuschlagen, in dem
relevante Bilder ausgesucht werden und mit den passenden Abschnitten eines Textes assoziiert
werden.
• Bildunterschriften. Bilder, die als Teil von multimodalen Inhalten zur Verbesserung der
Lesbarkeit von Texten dienen, haben typischerweise Bildunterschriften, die zum Kontext des
umgebenden Texts passen. Wir schlagen vor, den Kontext beim automatischen Generieren von
Bildunterschriften ebenfalls einzubeziehen. Üblicherweise werden hierfür die Bilder allein
analysiert. Wir stellen die kontextbezogene Bildunterschriftengenerierung vor.
Unsere vielversprechenden Beobachtungen und Ergebnisse eröffnen interessante Möglichkeiten
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1.1 Motivation
VISION and speech are the most basic forms of human perception and communication,corroborating the importance of research in the intersection of Natural Language Process-ing and Computer Vision. Data on the Internet has become predominantly multi-modal,
consisting of text punctuated with images. However, "understanding" of the available content by
a software system is still far-fetched. Tapping into visuals along with text can go a long way in
modeling human intelligence in machines, but it needs another important component – commonsense
knowledge – knowledge that for humans is a product of everyday lived experiences.
In this dissertation we have studied applications at the intersection of Natural Language Process-
ing and Computer Vision. The efforts and results are directed towards bridging the semantic gap
between written expressions and high-level interpretation of visuals, leading to a better understand-
ing of multimodal documents. We also observe that background knowledge – such as those from
Commonsense Knowledge bases – aid in capturing high-level text-image synergy.
1.1.1 Multimodality in Big Data
Our experience of the real world is predominantly multimodal – we perceive the environment
with our visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory and gustatory senses. These channels of information (or
modalities) offer knowledge which are semantically correlated as well as complementary to each
other, thus enabling the construction of patterns and connections which may not be apparent from
a single source. The exponentially growing repository of unstructured data on the web reflects the
multimodality of the real world. Artificial Intelligence needs to interpret such multimodal data in
order to understand the real world and offer efficient assistant systems to humans.
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Multimodal data is used in various everyday applications such as e-commerce (textual product
details, product image/video), video games, real-time subtitle generation for the hearing-impaired
and so on. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, digital education and healthcare has become crucial and
renewed the impetus for research involving multimodal data.
Various established research directions in Computer Science involve multimodality. Social Signal
Processing is a cross-disciplinary research area that aims at modelling and understanding social
interactions [161] such as those on social networks. Affective Computing or Affective Analysis [15]
involves automatic recognition of emotions or sentiments from data produced by human actions such
as written material, speech, facial expressions, brain signals etc. Sentiment Analysis and Opinion
Mining are sub fields which study problems such as modelling socio-political sentiments/opinions
from user reviews on public forums. A typical Google search with textual keywords returns mul-
timodal results in the form of text, images, and videos. Research at the intersection of Natural
Language Processing and Computer Vision (for example automatic generation of image captions) is
inherently multimodal, and offers important building blocks for AI applications.
However, most commonly, information from each of the modalities are processed separately,
independent of each other. The synergy between them is not well understood and opens up vast scope
for further research.
1.1.2 Multimodality in Information Retrieval
Modern search engines not only return results from various modalities (text, image, video etc.)
against a textual search query, they can also search by different input modalities, e.g., search by
image and audio, search by voice query and so on. Modalities apart from the user query are also used
for retrieval, e.g., the user’s location and search history.
The primary challenge in multimodal Information Retrieval is tackling the semantic gap between
high-level search keywords and low-level features that represent a modality (e.g., color and shape in
case of images). Our work on image retrieval presented in Chapter 3 [29] mitigates this challenge by
using commonsense knowledge as a semantic bridge between textual query and detected objects in
images.
1.1.3 Multimodality in Computer Vision
Most Computer Vision problems deal with data that is multimodal in nature. Interesting examples
include facial expression recognition [31], and eye and gesture tracking [140] where the temporal
and the visual modalities are jointly interpreted.
One of the most extensively studied and elementary problems in Computer Vision is to correctly
detect regions containing objects in images and map them to semantic labels which may be object
categories, or words within image captions. Since object detection algorithms utilize low-level image
features to classify objects, detections are often noisy and incoherent: for example, a blue wall may
be tagged ‘ocean’. Moreover, an image conveys more meaning to a human than merely the objects
it contains. Such high-level thematic concepts (e.g., depicted emotions such as ‘happy occasion’
or generalizations such as ‘sport’ and ‘entertainment’) which cannot be grounded in the image are
not captured by automatic object detection algorithms. We study and propose solutions to these
limitations in our work on image tag refinement presented in Chapter 4 [28].
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1.1.4 Multimodality in Natural Language Processing
Natural language is inherently multimodal – humans communicate through various modalities in-
cluding linguistic, visual (gestures, facial expressions), voice intonation and so on. This phenomenon
has transcended to material found on the Internet, most commonly a combination of text and images,
in blog posts, news articles, e-commerce, marketing, digital education, and social media. Identifying
and analysing gesture and expressions fall in the purview of Computer Vision, and the role of voice
tones is studied through research in Speech Processing. Natural Language Processing (NLP) deals
mainly with language in the form of text, increasingly accompanied with visuals.
The NLP research community has grappled to understand the inter-modality synergy through
the years. This has led to important contributions in multimodal representation learning [59], which
in turn benefit downstream vision-and-language applications. However, one artefact of learned
representations is that they are not explainable, but rather function as a black box [1]. To initiate
research in finding explainable text-image relations, we briefly study a multimodal dataset and present
annotations towards text-image discourse relations [4]. We also propose two novel multimodal NLP
tasks: text-image alignment (Chapter 5 [27]) and contextual image captioning (Chapter 6 [25]).
1.2 Thesis Contributions
The aim of this dissertation is to better understand the role of text and images in multimodal contents
and thereby study their synergy. We propose and solve novel problems in the areas of Information
Retrieval, Computer Vision, and Natural Language Processing with the observation that leveraging
both modalities jointly lead to better results in vision-and-language tasks. The contributions in this
dissertation can be outlined with the following scenario:
A content creator (journalist/blogger/columnist) would like to illustrate her article with appropri-
ate images. She may search for images on the web using textual queries, for which we propose an
efficient image retrieval model in Chapter 3. Alternatively, she may look for images in her personal
image repository. The latter is a laborious task when the images in the repository are not associated
with meaningful tags to facilitate search. To mitigate this, in Chapter 4 we propose a model which
generates a coherent set of image tags comprising visual as well as thematic concepts. Next, the
tool proposed in Chapter 5 helps the author to automatically select relevant images and align them
to meaningful paragraphs within her write-up. Finally, having aligned images to relevant textual
contexts, our model proposed in Chapter 6 can be used to automatically generate novel image
captions conditioned on surrounding text.
To this end, the contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows, along with the
respective publications. As the main author in all the publications, I was the principal investigator, as
well as the primary developer, with developing assistance from co-authors for the publications in
WSDM 2020 and LANTERN 2021.
• Sreyasi Nag Chowdhury, Niket Tandon, and Gerhard Weikum. Know2Look: Commonsense
Knowledge for Visual Search. Proceedings of the 5th Workshop on Automated Knowledge
Base Construction (AKBC), pages 57–62. San Diego, California, USA, June 17 2016.
This work aims at harnessing the multi-modality of data on the web using Commonsense
Knowledge (CSK). The case we study is that of web images, especially significant due to
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the social media boom. Traditional search and retrieval of images is largely dependent on
solely textual cues which may be ambiguous and incomplete. Inefficiencies in computer vision
technologies also do not lead to perfect visual detections. We hypothesize that the use of
background CSK on query terms along with the textual and visual content of images can
significantly improve image retrieval performance. To this end we deploy three different
modalities - text, visual cues, and CSK pertaining to the query - as a recipe for efficient search
and retrieval.
• Sreyasi Nag Chowdhury, Niket Tandon, Hakan Ferhatosmanoglu, Gerhard Weikum. VISIR:
Visual and Semantic Image Label Refinement. Proceedings of the 11th ACM International
Conference on Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM), pages 117-125. Los Angeles, California,
USA, Feb 5–9 2018.
Advances in computer vision research has made automatic detection of visual contents in
images and videos possible. Although prone to huge error margins, recent results [54] look
promising with detection accuracy as high as 70% on certain benchmarks. However, all existing
visual recognition architectures ignore the context of the detections. For example, a tennis
racket and a lemon can be detected in an image showing a tennis game. The obvious flaw here
is that because of the lack of context, a tennis ball has been wrongly detected as a visually
similar object - lemon. We aim to solve this problem, thereby cleaning the detection labels, by
establishing semantic relatedness relationships between different bounding box detections in
the same image. We further enrich the tag space with generalizations and abstractions from
Commonsense Knowledge.
• Sreyasi Nag Chowdhury, William Cheng, Gerard de Melo, Simon Razniewski, and Gerhard
Weikum. Illustrate Your Story: Enriching Text with Images. Proceedings of the 13th Inter-
national Conference on Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM), pages 849–852. Houston,
Texas, USA, Feb 3–7 2020.
Sreyasi Nag Chowdhury, Simon Razniewski, and Gerhard Weikum. Story-oriented Image
Selection and Placement. Proceedings of the 16th Conference of the European Chapter of
the Association for Computational Linguistics (EACL). Kyiv, Ukraine (virtual conference),
April 19–23 2021.
The most effective way to deliver a message to humans happens to be a combination of textual
and visual cues. Naturally, multimodal documents have become common on the Internet in
the form of news articles, blog posts, personal travel accounts and social media stories. The
generation of such multimodal content requires considerable human judgment and reasoning.
Selecting relevant images from a bigger pool and placing them in the correct context within
a body of text can be time-consuming and labor intensive. Examples of such tasks may be
seen in small-scale generation of personal stories, or industry-scale generation of promotional
content for advertising. We present a framework called SANDI, that automatizes the process
of selection of images from a thematically related or unrelated pool, and aligns those images
in suitable paragraphs in a given body of text.
• Sreyasi Nag Chowdhury, Rajarshi Bhowmick, Hareesh Ravi, Gerard de Melo, Simon Razniewski,
and Gerhard Weikum. Exploiting Image–Text Synergy for Contextual Image Captioning.
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Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop Beyond Vision and LANguage: inTEgrating Real-world
kNowledge (LANTERN) 2021. EACL 2021 Workshop. Kyiv, Ukraine (virtual conference),
April 19–23 2021.
Automatic caption generation is a well-researched field in the intersection of Computer Vision
and NLP. Existing caption generation frameworks generate captions which heavily adhere
to explicit visual content, ignoring high-level thematic and sentimental narratives. However,
more often than not, images are part of a story. We present the problem of generating image
captions conditioned on surrounding texts. Such captions capture the thematic context of the
image, and abstract away from explicit visual content.
1.3 Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a background on prior research
and methodology relevant for this dissertation. Chapter 3, 4, 5, and 6 describe our contributions related
to image retrieval, image tag refinement, text-image alignment, and contextual image captioning
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THE synergy between text and images have long intrigued the Computer Vision and NaturalLanguage Processing research communities. The purpose of this chapter is to position thisdissertation in the broad research spectrum.
2.1 Related Works
Prior research that motivates this dissertation can be categorized under Language and Vision (re-
search in the intersection of Natural Language Processing and Computer Vision) and Commonsense
Knowledge. Some of the work discussed in this section only remotely relates to the contributions of
this dissertation. More closely related work corresponding to specific contributions is discussed in
the respective chapters (3, 4, 5, 6).
2.1.1 Vision and Language
Very early work in this domain involved using textual meta-data from images (timestamps, locations,
user tags) to draw associations with text. These attempts were followed by learning representation
of images from low-level image features (color, texture, shape) and associating them with textual
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keywords. With the success of newly-introduced deep learning frameworks, more sophisticated
and fine-grained representations for both images and text can now be learned. Common practice in
language-and-vision tasks is to learn image and text representations from a joint embeddings space.
Research in this field are summarized under the following non-exhaustive areas.
2.1.1.1 Image Retrieval
Early approaches to image retrieval relied on textual keywords associated with images such as image
name, textual tags, captions, and descriptions [134]. Such Tag Based Image Retrieval (TBIR) [100,
93] rely on manual annotations which are often incomplete (not capturing all visual information
featured in an image), diverse (semantically varied tags for visually similar images), and language-
dependent. These drawbacks motivated the research field of Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)
which search and retrieve images similar to a given query image based on low-level image features
such as color, shape, texture etc. [159, 24, 97, 6]. Due to heavy computational requirements in CBIR,
most search engines often use textual tags from a small set of visually similar images to expand the
search to bigger image repositories. In text-only, vision-only, and text-cum-vision image retrieval
systems, there exists a semantic gap between the users’ queries and the visual content of the images
in the image repository. We address this issue in Chapter 3, and attempt to bridge the semantic gap
through the use of commonsense knowledge. Another similar work [68] shows how commonsense
can improve image retrieval.
2.1.1.2 Image Attribute Recognition
High level concepts in images lead to better results in Vision-to-Language problems [171]. Identifying
image attributes is the starting point toward understanding text-image synergy. To this end, several
deep-learning based modern architectures have been built to detect visual concepts in images through
object recognition [64, 129, 131], scene recognition [185], and activity recognition [55, 178, 184].
We leverage some frameworks from this category in our proposed models to detect visual concepts
in images. Since all these frameworks work with low level image features like color, texture, gradient
etc., noise creep in often leading to incoherent or incorrect detections. For example, a blue wall could
be detected as ‘ocean’. While some of the incoherence can be refined using background knowledge
(as we observe in our contribution [28] discussed in Chapter 4), considerable inaccuracy still exists.
2.1.1.3 Multimodal Embeddings
A popular method of semantically comparing images and text has been to map textual and visual
features into a common space of multimodal embeddings [51, 160, 47]. Semantically similar concepts
across modalities can then be made to occur nearby in the embedding space. Visual-Semantic
Embedding (VSE) has been used for generating captions for the whole image [47], or to associate
textual cues to small image regions [71] thus aligning text and visuals. Visual features of image
content (for example color, geometry, aspect-ratio) have also been used to align image regions to
nouns (e.g. “chair”), attributes (e.g. “big”), and pronouns (e.g. “it”) in corresponding explicit textual
descriptions [73]. However, alignment of small image regions to text snippets play little role in
jointly interpreting the correlation between the whole image and a larger body of text. We focus on
the latter in our contribution on text-image alignment discussed in Chapter 5.
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2.1.1.4 Generating Image Captions and Descriptions
Generation of natural language image descriptions is a popular problem at the intersection of com-
puter vision, natural language processing, and artificial intelligence [12]. Image captioning was first
approached as a retrieval problem [49] – retrieve a sentence that best describes an image from a
sentence database. This naturally yielded inaccurate captions, especially for novel combinations of
visual concepts. More modern frameworks use a combination of Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) to encode image features and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to generate natural lan-
guage captions [43, 162, 48, 102, 71], recently also using attention-based neural networks [176].
Methodologically they are similar to VSE in that visual and textual features are mapped to the
same multimodal embedding space to find semantic correlations. Prior work also explore leveraging
external knowledge for image captioning [172, 187].
While most existing frameworks generate descriptive captions [176, 150, 101], some of the more
recent architectures venture into generating stylized captions by the addition of linguistic flavors such
as humor [52], usage of puns [17] and sentiments [166, 22, 141]. These stylized captions still largely
describe the visual contents of the image, with the use of occasional abstract concepts such as “look
good”, “adorable cat” etc. [116]. Recent work on description generation [76] use dense captioning
(captions for different regions in the image) to generate natural language descriptive paragraphs for
images. Although they claim to capture the ‘story’ of the image, the descriptions only contain visual
cues ignoring high-level abstract and sentimental narratives.
The nature of captions/descriptions that accompany images on the web (on social media channels
and blogs) often capture the abstract theme instead of an insipid account of the visual contents of the
image. However, generation of abstract image captions is a subjective problem making evaluations
challenging. One of the few research works that look beyond descriptive captions generates poetry
from images [91]. Personalized image captions [119] takes into account user’s recent vocabulary to
generate descriptive or abstract captions. In Chapter 6 we study the problem of generating image
captions conditioned on surrounding contextual text. These captions incorporate abstract thematic
concepts from the context while loosely adhering to the visual contents of the image.
2.1.2 Commonsense Knowledge
Research on Commonsense Knowledge has gained traction in the recent past in an attempt to better
equip software systems to assist humans. We can define Commonsense Knowledge as knowledge
about generic relationships between common concepts – for example (flower, hasProperty, fragrant)
– that humans inherently use in daily interactions and reasoning. Interesting examples of human
commonsense can be seen in natural language and visual understanding. For example, the sentence
“She took the cake out of the fridge and ate it.” is easy for humans to parse – the edible object out of
the two object mentions (cake and fridge) is clearly the cake. However, in absence of such inherent
knowledge, the resolution of the pronoun it is tricky for a software system. To the average human,
commonsense refers to good judgement, while for AI research, commonsense refers to a large set of
basic knowledge possessed by humans. The formal way to represent the knowledge required to parse
the example sentence is through subject-relation-object triples – (cake, hasProperty, edible), (fridge,
hasProperty, inedible). Use of such latent background knowledge in many contemporary applications
has the potential to bridge the gap between any software service and the end user (humans).
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2.1.2.1 Commonsense Knowledge from Text
Traditionally, commonsense knowledge bases were curated manually through experts [81] or through
crowd-sourcing [143]. The latter, the 1999 Open Mind Commonsense (OMCS) Project of the MIT
Media Labs, is the most elaborate attempt to collect human commonsense – a World Wide Web
based collaboration with over 14,000 authors. This led to the collection of ~700,000 sentences which
would be used later to curate a commonsense knowledge base. OMCS differs from similar previous
attempts like Cyc [81] in that it collects natural language English sentences, as opposed to using
formal logic structure.
The most popular commonsense knowledge base in use today, ConceptNet [96], was initially
constructed from sentence collected through the OMCS project. Section 2.3.2 elaborates on Concept-
Net. More recent methods of commonsense knowledge acquisition tap into the vast text resources
on the web [152] and query logs [133]. The major shortcoming of all available general purpose
commonsense knowledge bases is incompleteness – there is no exhaustive list of commonsense
knowledge available to date. This can also be attributed to the unavailability of a concrete definition
of commonsense owing to its subjectivity. Commonsense often depends on culture (for example,
what kind of present is appropriate for a friend) and life experiences (for example, what kind of
clothing is appropriate for sub-zero temperatures). The other shortcoming is the lack of informa-
tive confidence scores for commonsense knowledge assertions. There has been a recent attempt to
consolidate the various sources of commonsense knowledge into one comprehensive commonsense
knowledge graph [69]. The authors also propose a probabilistic scoring mechanism.
2.1.2.2 Commonsense Knowledge from Visual Data
Acquiring commonsense knowledge exclusively from text has its limitations – common human
wisdom is often not explicitly penned down, leaving the reader to “read between the lines”. Vi-
sual sources however, are a rich source of such ‘hidden’ knowledge. Prior work explore ways to
learn commonsense knowledge from real images [23] as well as from non-photo-realistic abstrac-
tions [157]. Recent work have leveraged commonsense knowledge for visual verification of relational
phrases [136] and for non-visual tasks like fill-in-the-blanks by intelligent agents [90]. Learning
commonsense from visual cues continue to be a challenge in itself.
In the era of deep learning and large language models trained on web-scale text like OpenAI’s1
GPT3 [14], commonsense knowledge bases that have been developed from external sources (like
images, games etc.) seem to be losing relevance. However, since commonsense knowledge is most
often not captured in writing, it is somewhat safe to assume that language models learned from
web-scale text data do not necessarily posses fine-grained commonsense. Therefore, although these
language models perform well on tasks like generation of congruent texts and factual question
answering, they fail in conceptual tasks and decision making which require commonsense reasoning.
Hence research on commonsense knowledge acquisition from non-textual sources is paramount for
creating efficient intelligent systems.
Throughout this dissertation, we leverage existing commonsense knowledge bases as additional
components in our models – to semantically connect user’s textual query and detected image objects
for image retrieval (Chapter 3), and to expand the image tag space with thematic concepts (Chapters 4




The methodology discussed in this section lay the technical groundwork for the research work
presented in this dissertation.
2.2.1 Statistical Language Models
Statistical Language Models have been successfully used in many Information Retrieval (IR) and
Natural Language Processing(NLP) problems like ranking, machine translation, speech recognition,
and so on. In IR systems, language models are used to score documents in order to rank them
according to their relevance to a given query. In NLP applications, they are used to predict typical
word sequences according to the usage of a particular language. In this section, we briefly discuss
the basics of statistical language modelling.
A Statistical Language Model (LM) is a probability distribution over a vocabulary of strings (for
simplicity, we consider a string as a word). Given a sequence of words (w1,w2, ...wn), a language
model generates a probability for each word, and hence can be used to predict the next word in a
given sequence. The probability of a sequence of words can be decomposed into the probability of
each successive word conditioned on previous words (by the chain rule of probability).
P (w1,w2,w3,w4) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w2w1)P (w4|w3w2w1) (2.1)
An unigram language model ignores conditional dependencies and calculates the probability of each
word independently. The order of words in an unigram language model is irrelevant, and is often
referred to as a “bag of words” model.
Punigram(w1,w2,w3,w4) = P (w1)P (w2)P (w3)P (w4) (2.2)
A bigram language model considers the dependency between two consecutive words.
Pbigram(w1,w2,w3,w4) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w2)P (w4|w3) (2.3)
An n-gram language model is similarly defined where the dependency is only on the last (n− 1)
words. The unigram and bigram language models are among the simplest and commonly used
statistical language models.
In contrast to the continuous bag of words models (the previously discussed n-gram language
models) where consecutive words are considered together, a skip-gram language model considers
words while skipping context words in between. For the sentence “This is a sentence about skip-
grams.”, word-pairs (‘This’, ‘sentence’), (‘a’, ‘about’), (‘is’, ‘about’) are considered which would
otherwise have been ignored since they do not occur consecutively.
Query-likelihood Language Model. The query-likelihood model is the most basic approach of
using language model in IR [122]. It models the likelihood of a document d being relevant to a given
query q. Using Bayes rule,
P (d|q) = P (q|d)P (d)
P (q) (2.4)
The prior probability of the query P (q) is constant for all documents. For simplicity, the prior
probability of documents P (d) can be considered uniform for all documents. Hence, the likelihood
of a document to be relevant to a given query is approximated by P (q|d), or the probability with
which the query q is generated from the language model of document d. In a document retrieval
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task, language models (LM ) are inferred for each document d in the collection, the probability
P (q|LMd) of generating the given query from the document is calculated, and the documents are
ranked according to these probabilities.
Using maximum likelihood estimate, the probability of generating query q from language model









where tfw,d is the frequency of word w in document d, and Ld is the total number of words in
document d. The hat on P̂mle(w|LMd) indicates that the probability is estimated. If a query word
does not appear in the document, P̂mle(w|LMd) = 0. This leads to the retrieval system failing
to retrieve documents which do not contain the exact query words, but are otherwise relevant.
To mitigate this issue – that is, to assign some non-zero probability to unseen words and avoid
over-fitting – the probability distribution is smoothed.
Language model smoothing can be done in various ways, the most basic being adding a multi-
nomial distribution from the entire document collection with the document-specific multinomial
distribution.
P̂ (w|d) = λP̂mle(w|LMd) + (1− λ)P̂mle(w|LMc) (2.6)
where LMc is a language model built from the entire document collection, and λ ∈ [0, 1] is a
controlling hyper-parameter.
Thus, the likelihood of a document d to be relevant to a given query q, can be defined as:
P (d|q) = P (d)
∏
w∈q
(λP (w|LMd) + (1− λ)P (w|LMc)) (2.7)
We will revisit query-likelihood language models in Chapter 3.
Neural Language Model. While query-likelihood language models are count-based methods, neural
language models (language models based on neural networks) are continuous-space models. In neural
language modelling (NLM) [11], words are first represented as vectors: for example, each word
may be initialised as a 26-dimensional vector (for 26 letters of the English alphabet) where the
vector indices corresponding to the letters in the word contain the value 1 while the rest of the
indices contain the value 0. Through the training process sophisticated word representations in the
continuous vector space (vectors with fractional values instead of only two values 1 and 0) are then
learned which have properties such as representations (or embeddings) of semantically similar words
are close-by in the learned vector space.
The first NLMs [11, 113] propose feed-forward neural networks that use fixed context lengths.
Later, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based models have been proposed [106] which deal with
unlimited context lengths that represent short-term memory. More recently, transformer-based
language models [40] have been proposed which process sequences without recurrence, using a
method called self-attention [156]. Memory is ensured by learning contextual information in the
form of embeddings that represent the position of a token from the start of the sequence. This class
of language models are called masked language models after their training objective: a portion of
tokens in the training corpus are ‘masked’ or hidden from the model during training, and parameters
are learned through the loss incurred in the model’s prediction of these masked tokens. Although this
method constitutes supervised learning, training only requires running text and is not dependent on
large scale annotation efforts. We leverage learned representations from a state-of-the-art masked
language model, BERT [40], for the image captioning problem presented in Chapter 6.
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2.2.2 Open Information Extraction
Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) is a paradigm that deals with the extraction of relation
tuples from unstructured text. In the simplest form, OpenIE extracts information in the form of
subject-relation-object triples. Unlike other forms of information extraction, OpenIE does not rely
on pre-defined relations and manually crafted domain-specific pattern-matching rules. Additionally,
OpenIE smoothly scales to handle Web-scale corpora. The relations is OpenIE are typically just the
text that links two arguments. For example, from the sentence “Albert Einstein was born in Ulm.”,
OpenIE would create a triple (Albert Einstein; was born in; Ulm) corresponding to the relation
was-born-in.
The predecessors of OpenIE include supervised [145] and self-supervised methods like the
KnowItAll WebIE system [44]. While supervised methods relied on labelled examples to learn
extraction rules, semi-supervised methods first created labelled examples automatically and then
learned rules from them. In both cases the set of relations had to be manually pre-defined. In contrast,
OpenIE can extract an unlimited number of relations in addition to being completely unsupervised.
Some of the well-known OpenIE systems are as follows:
TextRunner. TextRunner [180] was the first proposed OpenIE system. It identifies relations using a
conditional random field (CRF) and solves a sequence labelling problem to assign labels (‘ENT’ for
entity and ‘REL’ for relation) to each word in a sentence.
ReVerb. Instead of learning relations, ReVerb [45] uses syntactic constraints in the form of Part
of Speech (POS) based regular expressions (capturing verb phrases) to identify relations. This
eliminates incoherent and uninformative relations which appeared in TextRunner. Additionally,
ReVerb considers only those relations which appear multiple times (over a defined threshold) in the
corpus to avoid over-specific relations. ReVerb finds triples in two phases – first identifying verb
phrases as relations, followed by identifying noun phrases connected by the relations.
OLLIE. In order to accommodate complex assertions, OLLIE [104] extracts a context for each
assertion that attributes the claim in the assertion to additional entities. For example, given the
sentence “Early scientists believed that the earth is the center of the universe.”, OLLIE extracts the
triple (the earth; be the center of; the university) Attributed To (believe; early scientists).
ClausIE. While the previous OpenIE systems all extract binary relationships, ClausIE [32] is a
clause-based system that extracts relations with higher arity. For example, from the sentence “The
doorman showed Albert Einstein to his office.”, ClausIE extracts the tuple (The doorman, showed,
Albert Einstein, to his office).
The major advantage of OpenIE is its ability to quickly gather large volumes of information
from the web which can be utilized for various downstream applications. Three such applications are
question-answering, fact-checking, and opinion mining. In question-answering, millions of triples
can be collected based on an information need or question. For fact-checking, agreement or conflict
of a given assertion can be established against a big corpus of domain-specific triples extracted
through OpenIE. Similarly, public opinions can be harnessed through OpenIE triples extracted from
product reviews or political discussion forums.
We use the OpenIE tool ReVerb for commonsense knowledge acquisition from the web, discussed
more in Chapter 3.
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2.2.3 Integer Linear Programming
Linear programming is a mathematical optimization paradigm (to achieve the best outcome such as
maximum profit or lowest cost) where the model is defined by linear relationships, i.e., the objective
function and the constraints are linear. An Integer Linear Program(ing) (ILP) is a linear programming
problem where all the variables are restricted to be integers. ILPs are useful where the variables
represent quantities which can only be integers (for example, number of cars), or when they represent
decisions (binary variables 0 and 1 representing yes or no). ILPs belong to the class of NP-complete
problems.
An ILP takes the following mathematical form.
Objective: maximize cTx
Constraints: Ax = b (linear constraints)
l ≤ x ≤ u (bound constraints)
We use the Gurobi ILP solver2. The solver first runs the Presolve algorithm on the initial problem,
followed by Branch-and-Cut, which is a Branch-and-Bound algorithm using Cutting Planes to
tighten the (Linear Program) LP formulations. The LPs within the ILP are solved using the Simplex
algorithm. We briefly introduce each of these algorithms here.
Presolve. Solving an ILP in time intensive. Hence reducing the size of the problem prior to finding
solutions is paramount. Presolve refers to problem reductions that are applied before the branch-and-
cut algorithm in order to tighten the problem formulation.
Cutting Planes. In an ILP formulation, the variables are restricted to be integers. Cutting Planes
refer to the algorithm that removes fractional solutions and tightens the problem formulation without
dividing the problem into sub-problems. Cutting Planes work by finding new inequalities that cut off
the current solution space.
Branch and Cut. A Branch-and-bound algorithm which employs Cutting Planes during its solution is
referred to as Branch-and-Cut. To begin with, all the integrality restrictions of the ILP is removed. The
resultant problem, called a LP relaxation, is then solved. When a fractional solution is encountered,
and Cutting Planes have tightened the problem formulation, the branch-and-bound algorithm is
started by splitting the problem into two (or more) sub-problems. Each node in the branch-and-bound
search-tree is a new LP. The non-integral solutions in the LP relaxations serve as upper bounds while
the integral solutions serve as lower bounds. When an upper bound is lower than a lower bound, the
node is pruned. If all the integrality restrictions of the original ILP are satisfied at a particular node,
the solution at the node is one of the feasible solutions of the ILP. Based on the objective function
of the ILP (either maximization or minimization), the optimal solution is then calculated from all
feasible solutions.
Simplex Algorithm. The SimpleX Algorithm [34] solves a LP problem by constructing a feasible
solution at a vertex of the convex polytope (a geometric object with flat sides) and then walking
along a path on the edges of the polytope (such that the next vertex has a higher value of the objective
function) until an optimal is reached.
We formulate ILP-based models for the problems presented in Chapter 4 (refinement of automat-




Deep Learning is a paradigm for automatically learning useful representations from data. In the last
few years, Deep Learning has become indispensable in learning from and analysing large quantities
of data, especially in the Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing communities. Here
we provide a brief overview of the basic concepts of deep neural networks – networks of nodes
and edges that facilitate Deep Learning. ‘Deep’ refers to the structure of the most efficient neural
networks, which can be imagined as several networks stacked on top of each other, output of one
network influencing computations in the next.
Layer. A ‘layer’ in a neural network is a collection of nodes that compute data representations.
Neural Networks always contain an input layer (which receives the raw data, e.g. pixels in an image)
and an output layer (which produces the output of the given task, e.g. classifying the image into
classes ‘cat’ or ‘dog’). Sandwiched in between are zero or more ‘hidden layers’ where most of the
computations take place. Each node in a hidden layer receives input from one or more nodes of
the previous layer. A ‘dense layer’ is a layer which receives input from all nodes of the previous
layer. The complexity of a neural network, or how ‘deep’ it is depends on the number of hidden
layers. Each node in a hidden layer is typically responsible for computations for one example input (a
n-dimensional vector representing the data point). The computation is a weighted sum of the values




wTi xi + b (2.8)
where xi is a value in the n-dimensional input vector, the weights wi and bias b are parameters which
are learned during training, and ŷ is the predicted output. The formulation in Equation 2.8 is referred
to as a linear feed-forward layer.
Activation Function. Not all mathematical functions can be modeled with the linear relationship
shown in Equation 2.8. A function that adds non-linearity to the model is called an ‘Activation




wTi xi + b) (2.9)
where f is the activation function. An example of an activation function is sigmoid, denoted as σ:
ŷ = σ(y) = 11 + e−y (2.10)
The estimation of the output value ŷ is then propagated to the next layer.
The activation function often seen in the last layer of deep neural networks is called a Softmax
activation. The number of nodes in the last layer correspond to the number of possible outcome (for
example, two in case of a binary classification problem). The Softmax activation maps the values of
the nodes into probabilities.
Loss Function. Once the predicted values are propagated to the last layer of the neural network, they
are compared with the original output values. The ‘loss function’ measures the amount of deviation
(or ‘loss’ in accuracy) from the original output value. The commonly used loss functions are Mean
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Squared Error for regressions problems and Cross Entropy for classification problems.




(yi − ŷi)2 (2.11)
where yi is the actual output for sample i and ŷi is the estimated output. m represents the number of
data samples. For a binary classification problem (with two classes denoted by 0 and 1), the Cross
Entropy loss is calculated as follows:
Cross Entropy = −(ylog(p) + (1− y)log(1− p)) (2.12)
where y is the true label for the data point, and p is the probability with which the label is predicted.
This can be simply extrapolated to multi-class classification.
Backpropagation. The objective of the training process is to minimise the loss by finding the
optimal values for the parameters (weights wi and bias b from Equation 2.8). Backpropagation is the
algorithm that computes the gradient (rate of change) of the loss with respect to the parameters. This
involves propagating the loss backward through the layers and computing partial derivatives of the
cost function. The values of the weights and bias at every node are then updated as follows:












where C is the loss function and α is a hyperparameter called the ‘learning rate’ which controls
how much the weights and bias are changed at each iteration. A high learning rate leads to faster
training, but generates sub-optimal solutions. Backpropagation and gradient descent continues till
convergence.
Encoder-decoder Architecture. An encoder refers to an architecture that finds patterns in raw data
to construct useful representations. A decoder uses the learned representations to generate new data.
An example of an encoder-decoder architecture is an image captioning system where the encoder
learns representations of raw images and the decoder then generates textual captions from the image
representations. The encoder and decoder architectures may be composed of several CNN [79]
or RNN (for example, Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) [63]) units. Encoder-decoder
architectures are most commonly used to build sequence-to-sequence models for tasks likes machine
translation, question-answering etc.
Attention. In sequence-to-sequence (commonly called seq2seq) architectures, ‘attention mechanism’
allows the model to focus on parts of the input sequence that are important to generate the output
sequence. A sophisticated deep learning architecture called ‘Transformer’ shows that attention
mechanism lifts the reliance on recurrent units to capture dependencies in sequences [156]. A
Transformer-based language model called BERT [40] currently offers the most efficient language
representations.
We propose a deep learning based model for the image captioning problem in Chapter 6.
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2.3 Resources
The models introduced in this dissertation have been integrated with background knowledge from
various resources. Some of the general purpose resources which will frequently appear in the
subsequent chapters are being discussed here. Other specialized resources will be discussed in
respective chapters where applicable.
2.3.1 WordNet
WordNet [109] is a large lexical database of English words and their semantic relationships. It has
also been constructed for ~200 other languages. WordNet has been a valuable resource for a number
of NLP problems like word-sense disambiguation, text summarization, text classification, machine
translation, as well as problems in IR.
The English WordNet contains nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, grouped into ~117,000
synsets containing synonymous word forms. The synsets are accompanied with definitions and
usage examples, presenting a combined dictionary-thesaurus functionality. The relations that connect
synsets are:
• Hypernymy – A is a hypernym of B if every instance of B belongs to the class A. E.g., feline is a
hypernym of cat.
• Hyponymy – A is a hyponym of B if every instance of A belong to the class B. E.g. cat is a
hyponym of feline.
• Holonymy – A is a holonym of B is B is a part of A. E.g., car is a holonym of wheel.
• Meronymy – A is a meronym of B if A is a part of B. E.g. wheel is a meronym of car.
• Troponymy – A is a troponym of B if B is some manner of A. E.g. running is a troponym of
jogging.
• Entailment – A is entailed by B if B involves A. E.g. eating is entailed by swallowing.
• Coordinate term – Words sharing a common hypernym. E.g. car and truck; hypernym vehicle.
Most word-word relations are restricted to the same part of speech, forming in essence four
sub-nets for nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. A few links exist between different parts of speech.
These are called morphosemantic relations, linking word senses containing the same stem word. For
e.g. the noun teacher and the verb teach are connected with a morphosemantic link.
WordNet word senses have been considered as an unifying standard in various other resources.
The large image database ImageNet [38] maps images to the WordNet senses of the corresponding
objects for sense disambiguation (for e.g. bank (institution/building) as opposed to river bank).
However, WordNet sense distinctions are too fine-grained, which led to annotation errors in the
construction of the database. For e.g., sunglass is defined as a convex lens, while sunglasses is
defined as spectacles. This distinction is often irrelevant to human annotators, leading to incorrectly
classified images in ImageNet. This results in errors in applications like object recognition which
train on ImageNet.
We have utilised the synsets and hypernymy-hyponymy relations in WordNet to capture generali-
sations of word senses. Such background knowledge can be considered as commonsense knowledge
– for e.g., dog is an animal, woman is a person, bed is a furniture, and so on. The details will be
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
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2.3.2 ConceptNet
ConceptNet [96] is a large commonsense knowledge (CSK) base automatically constructed by
applying natural language processing and extraction rules to 700,000 crowd-sourced statements from
the Open Mind Common Sense Project [143]. Later versions of ConceptNet include knowledge
from various other resources like DBPedia, Wiktionary, and “games with purposes” like Verbosity.
The version of ConceptNet at the time of writing this dissertation – ConceptNet 5.7 – contains
34,074,917 assertions regarding physical, spatial, social, temporal, and psychological aspects of
daily life. The assertions are represented as (subject, relation, object) triples. There are 50 unique
relations. Some relations with larger number of assertions are – /r/Causes, /r/LocatedNear, /r/UsedFor,
/r/HasProperty, /r/PartOf, /r/RelatedTo, /r/HasA, /r/IsA, /r/CapableOf, /r/AtLocation. The English
slice of ConceptNet (where both the subject and the object are English concepts) contains 3,410,732
assertions. Figure 2.1 show a depiction of the ConceptNet commonsense knowledge graph.
Figure 2.1: A fragment of ConceptNet. Image taken from [96].
ConceptNet is available as a web tool for exploration, as well as a natural language processing
toolkit for research purposes. We use ConceptNet as a background knowledge resource for most of
the research presented in this dissertation, but we pick and choose the appropriate relations since
only some of them are ancillary for our purposes. The details of the relations selected for a particular
task will be discussed in respective chapters.
2.3.3 Word Embeddings
Word embeddings are vector representations of words. An embedding captures the semantic repre-
sentation of a word in a numeric form, thus facilitating mathematical operations on it. They can be
generated by various methods. In the simplest form, a word can be represented as a one-hot vector. A
one-hot vector is a vector of zeros except for the element at the index representing the corresponding
word in the vocabulary. For example, let’s consider a vocabulary of 10 words – (a, and, because, dog,
is, let, live, place, the, world). The one-hot vector representation for the word “live” is [0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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0 0 0] – all elements except that at the seventh index (which is the position of the word “live” in the
vocabulary) contains 0. Such a simple word representation is ineffective for real applications since
the embeddings do not capture semantic relationships between words. More sophisticated methods
are required such that embeddings of words that are closer in meaning are similar. Word2Vec [107],
GloVe [120], and more recently BERT [40] are the most common frameworks for generating word
embeddings. We use all of these three methods at various points throughout this dissertation.
Word2Vec. Word2Vec embeddings can be constructed using two methods – Continuous Bag of
Words (CBOW) and Skip Gram. The CBOW method takes a context (words surrounding a target
word) as input and predicts the corresponding target word. It follows the bag-of-words assumption,
that is, the order of words in the context are irrelevant for prediction. The vector representations of
words are learned in the process of predicting the target word. The Skip Gram method solves the
inverse problem of predicting the context words from a given word. Higher weights are assigned to
words closer to the given word than those that are further away. While CBOW is faster to train, Skip
Gram learns better representation for infrequent words.
GloVe. Global Vectors, or GloVe in short, are word representations learned from aggregated global
word-word occurrence statistics of a large text corpus. As a prerequisite, a one-time computationally
expensive pass over the entire corpus is required to populate the co-occurrence matrix. During
training, only the non-zero entries are used, making the iterations less time consuming. The training
objective is then to learn word representations such that their dot product equals the logarithm of the
words’ frequency of co-occurrence.
BERT. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), as the name suggests, is
a bidirectional Transformer [156] based language model. BERT learns word representations by two
objectives – masked language model and next sentence prediction. In the masked language model
objective, about 15% of the words in a sequence are masked or hidden. The model then predicts these
masked words using only their positional information (for e.g., the index of the word in the sequence).
For the next sentence prediction training objective, the input to the model is a pair of sentences.
The model then classifies whether the second sentence is the contextual next sentence to the first.
BERT uses three special tokens for these tasks – (1) [CLS], the first token of every input sequence,
(2) [SEP], a token separating two sentences in an input sequence, and (3) [MASK], to represent
masked words in a sequence. In order to cover a wide range of out-of-vocabulary words, BERT
uses word-piece tokenization – for example, diving the word “playing” into two tokens “play” and
“##ing”. The authors publish two pretrained models of BERT – BERT-BASE (12 transformer blocks,
768 hidden layers, 12 attention heads) and BERT-LARGE (24 transformer blocks, 1024 hidden
layers, 16 attention heads). The output from any of the layers may be used as word embeddings.
However, as identified by the authors, summing the outputs of the last 4 layers results in the most
efficient word representations.
2.3.4 Multimodal Data Sets
Research presented in this dissertation primarily involve two data modalities: text and image. The
publicly available multimodal data sets that were leveraged are being discussed here. Novel data sets
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that were created during the course of the dissertation will be discussed in respective chapters.
2.3.4.1 Object Detection
ImageNet. ImageNet [39] is a popular data set of manually annotated images that paved the way for
computer vision research, especially those involving deep neural networks trained on large amounts
of data. ImageNet contains 14 million images, out of which 1 million images have annotated boxes
around detected objects (popularly known as “bounding boxes”). The data set is mapped to the
WordNet noun hierarchy with thousands of images per node. Following the WordNet ontology,
ImageNet images fall into 21 thousand synsets (conceptually related words or synonyms).
The ImageNet Large Scale Visual recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [135] played a pivotal role in
encouraging research in computer vision. This annual competition consisted of three tasks – image
classification, single-object localization, and object detection. We have leveraged the data from the
object detection challenge (popularly referred to as “ILSVRC DET”), which consists of 1 million
images and 1000 object classes. Our utilization of this dataset is detailed in Section 4.4.
MSCOCO. While ImageNet images are most often isolated images with closeups of single objects,
the Microsoft Common Objects in Context MSCOCO [89] data set contains 330 thousand images
of everyday scenes with multiple objects within a single image. MSCOCO images provide contextual
information required to better understand images. The drawback of MSCOCO as an object detection
data set is that it only covers 80 object classes.
2.3.4.2 Image Captioning
Pascal Sentence Data Set. The Pascal Sentence Data Set [126] is on one the earliest image caption-
ing data sets. It consists of 1000 images with 5 crowd-sourced captions per image. The small number
of images in the dataset is a deterrant for modern deep learning based algorithms which rely on huge
amounts of training data.
MSCOCO. Although MSCOCO is somewhat deficient for object detection, it is a valuable resource
for image captioning. Each image in MSCOCO is accompanied with 5 crowd-sourced captions.
SBU Captioned Photo Data Set. The SBU (Stony Brook University) captioning data set contains
1 million images from Flickr with visually relevant captions. SBU offers original Flickr captions
posted by users, whereas MSCOCO and Pascal offer crowd-sourced captions. The nature of the latter
captions are hence strictly descriptive with mentions of objects seen in the images. SBU captions on
the other hand also capture abstractions and sentiments related to the images.
2.3.4.3 Social Media
The prominent social media platforms that offer multimodal data are Flickr, Reddit, and Instagram.
Various data sets have been curated from these sources, such as Flick30K Entities [121] (a data
set of Flickr images with textual phrases mapped to image regions), InstaPIC [119] (a data set
Instagram images, captions, and hashtags for personalized image captioning). In our research we
leverage multimodal data from Reddit which offers a rich source of user comments along with each
image-caption pair. This novel Reddit data set will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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2.4 Evaluation Metrics
There are several established evaluation metrics for evaluating IR and NLP tasks . A non-exhaustive
list of these metrics are being discussed here. We have used some of these metrics to evaluate (parts
of) research presented in this dissertation. New metrics that were introduced in the course of the
dissertation have been discussed in respective chapters.
Precision, Recall, F-score. Precision, Recall, and F1 are rudimentary evaluation measures used in





F-score, which is a measure of accuracy, is a harmonic mean between precision and recall.
Fb = (1 + b2)
Precision ∗Recall
(b2 ∗ Precision) +Recall (2.17)
where b is a weight for recall. The most common variant of F-score is F1 (b = 1).
These metrics are insufficient when it comes to evaluating results of NLP tasks which involve
long sequence of text outputs like machine translation, text summarization, question-answering,
image caption generation, etc. Hence newer metrics like the ones discussed below were defined.
BLEU. The Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [118], originally developed to evaluate ma-
chine translation, measures the n-gram precision between reference (human) and candidate (machine-
generated) translations. BLEU employs a modified n-gram precision – how many of the words
(or n-grams) in the candidate sentence appears in the reference sentence, considering candidate
words only as many times as they appear in the reference. All n-gram precision scores (pn) are then
combines as follows:
n-gram Precision = exp(
N∑
n=1
wnlogpn), where wn = 1/n (2.18)
The other component of BLEU is the brevity penalty (BP ) – to discount the score of very
short translations. Typically, there are multiple reference translations against which the accuracy
of a candidate translation is measured. The average length of all references are considered into the
calculation of BP .
BP =
1, if c > rexp(1− rc ) otherwise (2.19)
Here c is the length of candidate, and r is the average length of references. With short candidates,
the ratio r/c is high, heading to a smaller BP . The final BLEU score is obtained by multiplying
n-gram Precision with BP .
BLEU scores may consider unigram, bigram, trigram and 4-gram precision, called BLEU-1,
BLEU-2, BLEU-3, and BLEU-4 respectively. Although BLUE score is relatively simple, there are
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major shortcomings. Firstly, it does not account for semantic meaning (for e.g. synonyms of reference
words) and syntactic structure (grammatical order of words) of the generated text [149]. It has also
been found that BLEU does not correlate well to human judgements [130, 115].
ROUGE. The Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) [87] reverses the BLEU
method and measures how many n-grams in the reference sequence are present in the candidate
sequence. It has been popularly used for evaluating text summarization, and mitigates some of the
issues with BLEU. ROGUE has a few variants depending on the text feature used for calculation
– (1) ROUGE-N is based on n-gram matches, (2) ROUGE-L depends on the longest common sub-
sequence (LCS) match, (3) ROUGE-W takes into account the lengths of consecutive sub-sequence
matches as weights, (4) ROUGE-S considers skip bigrams (words in the original order, separated by
an arbitrary gaps). ROUGE-L/W/S use F-score, instead of only recall. ROUGE-1 (calculation based
on matching unigrams) and ROUGE-L are most commonly used.








where c and r are candidate and reference sentences of length m and n respectively. ROGUE-L is
then the corresponding F-score.
METEOR. While BLEU an ROUGE are measures of precision and recall respectively, Metric for
Evaluation of Translation with Explicit Ordering (METEOR) [9] calculates an weighed F-score, with
a penalty for incorrect word order. Unlike the previous metrics, METEOR also considers synonyms
from WordNet for better matching. METEOR has been claimed to correlated better with human
judgements.
To calculate the METEOR score, the largest subset of matches is gathered between candidate
and reference sentences. This is done by finding exact matches, followed by matches after stemming
(stripping the last few letters of words), and matches with WordNet synonyms. If M is the total
number of unigram matches, precision P = M/c and recall R = M/r for candidate and reference




P + 9R (2.21)
with R weighted 9 times more than P .
METEOR accounts for the order of words by introducing a penalty score. The candidate sentence
is divided into fewest possible chunks (a set of unigrams which are adjacent both in the candidate
and the reference). Longer correctly generated sub-sequences lead to fewer chunks and is therefore
less penalized.




where C is the number of chunks, and M is the total number of unigram matches.
Finally, the METEOR score is calculated as Fmean ∗ (1− Penalty).
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CIDEr. The Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation (CIDEr) [158] was proposed to evaluate
novel machine generated image captions. CIDEr calculates the consensus between candidate and
reference sentences, weighted by the TF-IDF scores of each word against the entire corpus.
Each candidate and reference sentence is first stemmed, and represented with a set of n-grams
(n = 1, 2, 3, 4). This is followed by calculation of co-occurrences of n-grams in candidate and
reference sentences. Finally, cosine similarities of the candidate and reference n-grams are calculated,
weighted by their TF-IDF scores over the entire corpus. The intuition behind introducing TF-
IDF based weighting is – n-grams that appear in image captions frequently in the corpus are not
informative for a particular image.
The CIDEr scores for n-grams between candidate and reference are calculated as follows. Note
that CIDEr score is calculated between a set of candidate and reference sentences. For simplicity, we









where gn(c) is a vector of TF-IDF scores for the n-grams in c with magnitude ‖gn(ri)‖. Similarly





where wn = 1N with N = 4 has been found to be the best setting empirically.
SPICE. Semantic Propositional Image Caption Evaluation (SPICE) [7], also developed to evaluate
image captions, operates on scene graphs generated from reference and candidate captions. A scene
graph is a semantic representation or a parse tree of an image caption with nodes for object classes C
(e.g., ball, dog, Frisbee), relations R (e.g., through, in, with), and attributes A (e.g., red, wet, green).
Formally, a candidate caption c is represented as the following scene graph G(c):
G(c) = 〈O(c),E(c),K(c)〉 (2.25)
where O(c) ⊆ C is a set of object mentions, E(c) ⊆ O(c)×R×O(c) is a set of edges representing
object-object relations, and K(c) ⊆ O(c)×A is a set of object attributes.
SPICE score is calculated as the F1-score based on matched tuples between scene graphs of
candidate and reference captions. Like METEOR, SPICE also considers synonyms from WordNet. It
has been shown [7] that SPICE correlate more with human judgements than METEOR and CIDEr.
Although metrics introduced in this section, especially BLEU, ROUGE, METEOR, CIDEr,
and SPICE, have been developed as yardsticks of machine generation problems, they can be used
for comparing any two blocks of text, with varying efficiency. In addition to these metrics, cosine
similarity between respective embedding vectors is often used as a measure of semantic relatedness
between two text snippets.
For some of the problems presented in this dissertation, the metrics discussed in this section were
found to be unsuitable. In such cases we have defined newer evaluation metrics. These have been
discussed in respective chapters where applicable.
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2.5 Crowd-sourcing
The research questions addressed in this dissertation are often of a subjective nature. Quantitative
evaluation with metrics discussed in Section 2.4 are often inefficient in judging the quality of our
proposed models. In such scenarios, we conduct meticulous user evaluations on crowd-sourcing
platforms. In this section, we introduce the basic working concepts for crowd-sourcing.
Crowd-sourcing is the process where a task, decomposed into ‘micro-tasks’ (simpler tasks which
are parallelizable and results combined), is solved by a network or ‘crowd’ of people. This ‘crowd’ of
people, often referred to as annotators, may be geographically dispersed and may have varied levels
of expertise on different topics. Inter-annotator agreement is often used as an estimate to determine
the subjectivity or difficulty level of a task. The collective contribution of the annotators lead to
efficient solving of time consuming and labor intensive problems such as collection of labelled
data in NLP [144] and Computer Vision [39]. Popular NLP usages of crowd-sourcing include
translation, summarization, word-sense disambiguation, and sentiment recognition. In Computer
Vision, crowd-sourcing has been primarily used for labelling images and image segmentation.
There are different types of crowd-sourcing tasks based on the way in which the annotators are
motivated to complete their micro-tasks. The motivation may be in the form of economic incentives
(paid crowd-sourcing), enjoyment (popularly called ‘Games with a Purpose’), or altruism (crowd-
sourcing for common good such as disaster response). Crowd-sourcing has revolutionized research in
Artificial Intelligence (both in the industry and academia) by making huge amounts of data available
in a short time and relatively low costs. In our research work, we have deployed paid crowd-sourcing
to evaluate the quality of results produced by our proposed models.
Crowd-sourcing Platforms. The most commonly used platforms for paid crowd-sourcing is Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk and Appen (formerly called Figure8 and Crowdflower). Through these plat-
forms, task owners (or requesters) post Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) which are made available
to a big population of crowd-workers or annotators. The annotators complete their assigned micro-
tasks (for example answering 10 questions from a pool of 1000 questions) in return for a financial
compensation.
Quality Controls. One of the challenges of crowd-sourcing is to control the quality of the annotations
being collected. In practice, quality control is done through various checks. The requester often
curates a set of questions with correct answers, referred to as gold-standard questions or ‘honeypot’
questions which the annotators must answer correctly in order to be eligible to complete the task.
Over time, annotators on a certain platform receive reputation scores. Requesters may limit their
‘crowd’ to only ‘highly reputed’ annotators in order to ensure quality annotations.
Compensation. Ethical compensation practice is to offer annotators the standard US/EU minimum
wage, which is around 10-15$ per hour. In order to estimate the time required for a micro-task, the
requester completes (a portion of) the task themselves and divides the time taken with the number of
constituent micro-tasks.
Result Aggregation. Based on the task, the contributions by the annotators are combined in various
ways to solve the global problem. Popular methods for result aggregation are – taking the average of
annotators’ scores, or considering the majority score from odd number of annotations.
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WITH the rise in popularity of social media, images accompanied by contextual textform a huge section of the web. However, search and retrieval of documents are stilllargely dependent on solely textual cues. Although visual cues have started to gain
focus, the imperfection in object/scene detection do not lead to significantly improved results. We
hypothesize that the use of commonsense knowledge on query terms can significantly aid in retrieval
of documents with images. To this end we deploy three different modalities - text, visual cues, and
commonsense knowledge pertaining to the query - as a recipe for efficient search and retrieval.
3.1 Introduction
Motivation: Image retrieval by querying visual contents has been on the agenda of the database,
information retrieval, multimedia, and computer vision communities for decades [98, 35]. Search
engines like Baidu, Bing or Google perform reasonably well on this task, but crucially rely on textual
cues that accompany an image: tags, caption, URL string, adjacent text etc.
In recent years, deep learning has led to a boost in the quality of visual object recognition in
images with fine-grained object labels [142, 80, 112]. Methods like LSDA [65] are trained on more
than 7,000 classes of ImageNet [38] (which are mostly leaf-level synsets of WordNet [109]),
and annotate newly seen images with class labels for bounding boxes of objects. For the image
in Figure 3.1a, for example, object labels traffic light, car, person, bicycle and bus have been
recognized making it easily retrievable for queries with these concepts. However, these labels come
with uncertainty. For the image in Figure 3.1b, there is much higher noise in its visual object labels;
so querying by visual labels would not work here.






(a) Good object detection
Detected visual
objects: tv or monitor,
cargo door, piano
(b) Poor object detection
Figure 3.1: Example cases where visual object detection may (a) and may not (b) aid in search and retrieval.
Opportunity and Challenge: These limitations of text-based search, on one hand, and visual-object
search, on the other hand, suggest combining the cues from text and vision for more effective retrieval.
Although each side of this combined feature space is incomplete and noisy, the hope is that the
combination can improve retrieval quality.
Unfortunately, images that show more sophisticated scenes, or emotions evoked on the viewer
are still out of reach. Figure 3.2 shows three examples, along with query formulations that would
likely consider these sample images as relevant results. These answers would best be retrieved by
queries with abstract words (e.g. “environment friendly”) or activity words (e.g. “traffic”) rather than
words that directly correspond to visual objects (e.g. “car” or “bike”). So there is a vocabulary gap,
or even concept mismatch, between what users want and express in queries and the visual and textual







Figure 3.2: Sample queries containing abstract concepts and expected results of image retrieval.
Approach and Contribution: To bridge the concepts and vocabulary between user queries and
image features, we propose an approach that harnesses commonsense knowledge (CSK). Recent
advances in automatic knowledge acquisition have produced large collections of CSK: physical
(e.g. color or shape) as well as abstract (e.g. abilities) properties of everyday objects (e.g. bike,
bird, sofa, etc.) [152], subclass and part-whole relations between objects [153], activities and their
participants [151], and more. This kind of knowledge allows us to establish relationships between
our example queries and observable objects or activities in the image. For example, the following
CSK triples establish relationships between ‘backpack’, ‘tourist’ and ‘travel map’: (backpacks,
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are carried by, tourists), (tourists, use, travel maps). This allows for retrieval
of images with generic queries like “travel with backpack”.
This idea is worked out into a query expansion model where we leverage a CSK knowledge
base for automatically generating additional query words. Our model unifies three kinds of features:
textual features from the page context of an image, visual features obtained from recognizing fine-
grained object classes in an image, and CSK features in the form of additional properties of the
concepts referred to by query words. The weighing of the different features is crucial for query-result
ranking. To this end, we have devised a method based on statistical language models [182].
The paper’s contribution can be characterized as follows. We present the first model for incor-
porating CSK into image retrieval. We develop a full-fledged system architecture for this purpose,
along with a query processor and an answer-ranking component. Our system Know2Look, uses
commonsense knowledge to look for images relevant to a query by looking at the components of the
images in greater detail. We further discuss experiments that compare our approach to state-of-the-art
image search in various configurations. Our approach substantially improves the query result quality.
3.2 Multimodal document retrieval
Adjoining text of images may or may not explicitly annotate their visual contents. Search engines
relying on only textual matches ignore information which may be solely available in the visual
cues. Moreover, the intuition behind using CSK is that humans innately interpolate visual or textual
information with associated latent knowledge for analysis and understanding. Hence we believe that
leveraging CSK in addition to textual and visual information would take results closer to human
preferences. In order to use such background knowledge, curating a CSK knowledge base is of
primary importance. Since automatic acquisition of canonicalized CSK from the web can be costly,
we conjecture that noisy subject-predicate-object (SPO) triples extracted through Open Information
Extraction [10] may be used as CSK. We hypothesize that the combination of the noisy ingredients –
CSK, object-classes, and textual descriptions – would create an ensemble effect facilitating efficient
search and retrieval. We describe the components of our architecture in the following sections.
3.2.1 Data, Knowledge and Features
We consider a document x from a collection X with two kinds of features:
• Visual features xvj: labels of object classes recognized in the image, including their hypernyms
(e.g., king cobra, cobra, snake).
• Textual features xxj: words that occur in the text that accompanies the image, for example
image caption.
We assume that the two kinds of features can be combined into a single feature vector x =
〈x1 . . . xM 〉 with hyper-parameters αv and αx to weigh visual vs. textual features.
CSK is denoted by a set Y of triples yk(k = 1..j) with components ysk, ypk, yok (s - subject, p
- predicate, o - object). Each component consists of one or more words. This yields a feature vector
ykj(j = 1..M) for the triple yk.
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3.2.2 Language Models for Ranking
We study a variety of query-likelihood language models (LM) for ranking documents x with regard
to a given query q. We assume that a query is simply a set of keywords qi(i = 1..L). In the following
we formulate equations for unigram LMs, which can be simply extended to bigram LMs by using






where we set the weight of word qi in x as follows:
P [qi|x] = αxP [qi|xxj ]P [xxj |x] + αvP [qi|xvj ]P [xvj |x] (3.2)
Here, xxj and xvj are unigrams in the textual or visual components of a document; αx and αv are
hyper-parameters to weigh the textual and visual features respectively.
Smoothed LM:
Psmoothed[q|x] = αPbasic[q|x] + (1− α)P [q|B] (3.3)
where B is a background corpus model and P [q|B] =
∏
i P [qi|B]. We use Flickr tags from the
YFCC100M dataset [154] along with their frequency of occurrences as a background corpus.









The summation ranges over all yk that can bridge the query vocabulary with the image-feature
vocabulary; so both of the probabilities P [qi|yk] and P [yk|x] must be non-zero. For example, when
the query asks for “electric car” and an image has features “vehicle” (visual) and “energy saving”
(textual), triples such as (car, is a type of, vehicle) and (electric engine, saves,
energy) would have this property. That is, we consider only commonsense triples that overlap with
both the query and the image features.
The probabilities P [qi|yk] and P [yk|x] are estimated based on the word-wise overlap between qi
and yk and yk and x, respectively. They also consider the confidence of the words in yk and x.
Mixture LM (the final ranking LM):
Since a document x can capture a query term or its commonsense expansion, we formulate a mixture
model for the ranking of a document with respect to a query:
P [q|x] = βCSPCS [q|x] + (1− βCS)Psmoothed[q|x] (3.5)
where βCS is a hyper-parameter weighing the commonsense features of the expanded query.
The formulas and descriptions of these query-likelihood language models can be seen at a glance
in Table 3.1.
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Formula Description
Basic LM Pbasic[q|x] =
∏
i
P [qi|x]; A unigram/bigram LM described
by the probability of generation
of a query q from a document x.
The weight of the ith word in q
is given by P [qi|x]. The product
over all words of the query en-












A word in the query may match
with the textual or visual features
of a document weighted by αx
and αv , and normalised with num-
ber of matches |j| and |l| respec-
tively.





The Basic LM after smoothing
on background corpus B. The
relative frequency of qi in B












; A translation LM describing the
probability of generation of a
query from the k commonsense
knowledge triples yk. The sum-
mation over k includes all triples
bridging the gap between the
query vocabulary and the doc-
ument vocabulary; it is normal-





sim(qi, ykj) The probability that the query
word qi has been generated from
the CSK triple yk is the sum of
similarity scores between the two
words/phrases, normalised by the
number of words/phrases (|j|) in
the CSK triples.
Mixture LM P [q|x] = βCSPCS [q|x] + (1− β)Psmoothed[q|x] Combination of the weighted
Commonsense-aware LM and
Smoothed LM for ranking a doc-
ument x for a query q.
Table 3.1: Mathematical formulations of Language Models for Ranking
3.2.3 Feature Weights
By casting all features into word-level unigrams, we have a unified feature space with hyper-
parameters (αx, αv , and βCS). The hyper-parameters are manually chosen. They may optionally be
tuned by withheld data and using cross-validation with some performance measure (e.g. NDCG) to
optimize. For weights of visual object class xvj of document x, we consider the confidence score
from LSDA [65]. We extend these object classes with their hypernyms from WordNet which are set
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to the same confidence as their detected hyponyms1. Although not in common parlance this kind
of expansion can also be considered as CSK. We define the weight for a textual unigram xxj as its
informativeness – the inverse document frequency with respect to a background corpus (Flickr tags
with frequencies).
The words in a CSK triple yk have non-uniform weights proportional to their similarity with
the query words, their idf with respect to a background corpus, and the salience of their position –
boosting the weight of words in s and o components of y. The function computing similarity between
two unigrams favors exact matches to partial matches.
Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 show details of the feature weights, hyper-parameter definitions, and function
definitions respectively.
Formula Description




The informativeness or weight of
a word/phrase xxj in a document
is captured by calculating it’s idf
in a large background corpus ν.







The weight of a object class xvj
in a document is calculated by
the product of it’s confidence
(from LSDA) and it’s informa-
tiveness.






|i||j| The relevance of a commonsensetriple y to a document is de-
cided by the similarity of its
words/phrases yk to the features
of the document, the salience
(or importance) of the match,
and the informativeness of the
word/phrase.
Table 3.2: Mathematical formulations of Feature Weights
Hyper-parameter Description
α Weight of the basic document features; (1 − α) being
the weight for smoothing.
αx Weight associated with the textual features of a docu-
ment.
αv Weight associated with the visual features of a document.
βCS Weight pertaining to the commonsense knowledge fea-
tures of an expanded document.
Table 3.3: Definition of Hyper-parameters
1a hyponym is a word or phrase whose semantic field is included within that of another word, its hypernym
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Function Description
Confidence conf(w) A score output by the LSDA to de-
pict the confidence of detection of an
object class. The hypernyms of the
detected visual object classes are as-
signed the same confidence score.
Informative-ness inf(w) = idfB(w) We measure informative-ness of a
word by its idf value in a larger cor-





This function calculates the amount
of string overlap between w1 and w2.
Salience sal(w) = λs if w ∈ subject
= λp if w ∈ predicate
= λo if w ∈ object
where tcsk = 〈subject, predicate, object〉
The importance of the string match po-
sition in a commonsense knowledge
triple tcsk is captured by this func-
tion. Intuitively, the textual features
in the subject and the object are more
important that those in the predicate.
Therefor we assign λs = λo > λp
and λs + λp + λo = 1
Table 3.4: Function definitions
3.2.4 Example
Query string: travel with backpack
Commonsense triples to expand query:
t1:(tourists, use, travel maps)
t2:(tourists, carry, backpacks)
t3:(backpack, is a type of, bag)
Say we have a document x with features:
Textual - “A tourist reading a map by the road.”
Visual - person, bag, bottle, bus
The query will now successfully retrieve the above document, whereas it would have been missed by
text-only systems.
3.3 Datasets
For the purpose of demonstration we choose a topical domain – Tourism. Our CSK knowledge base
and image dataset obey this constraint.
CSK acquisition through OpenIE:
Section 2.2.2 provides a brief primer on OpenIE. OpenIE extracts (subject, predicate, object) triples
from a sizable text corpus. We consider a slice of Wikipedia pertaining to the domain tourism as the
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text corpus to extract CSK from. Nouns from the Wikipedia article titled ‘Tourism’(seed document)
constitute our basic language model. We collect articles by traversing the Wiki Category hierarchy
tree while pruning out those with substantial topic drift. The Jaccard Distance (Equation 3.6) of a
document from the seed document is used as a metric for pruning.






In Equation 3.7, acquired Wikipedia articles di are compared to the seed document D; f(d′,w)
is the frequency of occurrence of word w in document d′. For simplicity only articles with Jaccard
distance of 1 from the seed document are pruned out. The corpus of domain-specific pages thus
collected constitute ~5000 Wikipedia articles.
The OpenIE tool ReVerb [46] run against our corpus produces around 1 million noisy SPO triples.
After filtering with our basic language model we have ~22,000 moderately clean assertions.
Image Dataset: For the purpose of experiments we construct our own image dataset. ~50,000 images
with descriptions are collected from the following datasets: Flickr30k [181],Pascal SentenceDataset
[126], SBU Captions Dataset Captioned Photo Dataset [117], and MSCOCOO [89]. The im-
ages are collected by comparing their textual descriptions with our basic language model for Tourism.
An existing object detection algorithm – LSDA [65] – is used for object detection in the images.
The detected object classes are based on the 7000 leaf nodes of ImageNet [38]. We also expand these
classes by adding their super-classes or hypernyms with the same confidence score.
Query Benchmark: We construct a benchmark of 20 queries from co-occurring Flickr tags from
the YFCC100M dataset [154]. This benchmark is shown in Table 3.5. Each query consists of two
keywords that have appeared together with high frequency as user tags in Flickr images.
aircraft international diesel transport
airport vehicle dog park
backpack travel fish market
ball park housing town
bench high lamp home
bicycle road old clock
bicycle trip road signal
bird park table home
boat tour tourist bus
bridge road van road
Table 3.5: Query Benchmark for evaluation
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3.4 Experiments
Baseline Google search results on our image dataset form the baseline for the evaluation of
Know2Look. We consider the results in two settings – search only on original image caption (Vanilla
Google), and on image captions along with detected object classes (Extended Google). The later is
done to aid Google in its search by providing additional visual cues. We exploit the domain restriction
facility of Google search (query string site:domain name) to get Google search results explicitly on
our dataset.
Know2Look In addition to the setup for Extended Google, Know2Look also performs query ex-
pansion with CSK. In most cases we win over the baseline since CSK captures additional concepts
related to query terms enhancing latent information that may be present in the images. We consider
the top 10 retrieval results of the two baselines and Know2Look for the 20 queries in our query
benchmark2. We compare the three systems by Precision@10. Table 3.6 shows the values of Preci-






Table 3.6: Comparison of Know2Look with baselines
In this work we proposed the incorporation of commonsense knowledge for image retrieval. Our
architecture, Know2Look, expands queries by related commonsense knowledge and retrieves images
based on their visual and textual contents. By utilizing the visual and commonsense modalities we
make search results more appealing to the humans than traditional text-only approaches. We support
our claim by comparing Know2Look to Google search on our image data set. The proposed concept
can be easily extrapolated to document retrieval. Moreover, in addition to using noisy OpenIE triples
as commonsense knowledge, existing commonsense knowledge bases can also be leveraged.
In the next chapter we will discuss how to refine automatically detected image tags in order to
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THE social media explosion has populated the Internet with a wealth of images. There aretwo existing paradigms for image retrieval: 1) Content Based Image Retreival (CBIR),which has traditionally used visual features for similarity search (e.g., SIFT features), and
2) Tag Based Image Retrieval (TBIR), which has relied on user tagging (e.g., Flickr tags). CBIR
now gains semantic expressiveness by advances in deep-learning-based detection of visual labels.
TBIR benefits from query-and-click logs to automatically infer more informative labels. However,
learning-based tagging still yields noisy labels and is restricted to concrete objects, missing out on
generalizations and abstractions. Click-based tagging is limited to terms that appear in the textual
context of an image or in queries that lead to a click. This paper addresses the above limitations
by semantically refining and expanding the labels suggested by learning-based object detection.
We consider the semantic coherence between the labels for different objects, leverage lexical and
commonsense knowledge, and cast the label assignment into a constrained optimization problem
solved by an integer linear program. Experiments show that our method, called VIsual and Semantic
Image-label Refinement (VISIR), improves the quality of the state-of-the-art visual labeling tools
like LSDA and Y OLO.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Noisy and Incomplete Labels: a) from LSDA [65] - dog, Browning machine gun, greater kudu,
bird b) from flickr.com - happiness
4.1 Introduction
Motivation and Problem: The enormous growth of social media has populated the Internet with a
wealth of images. On one hand, this makes image search easier, as there is redundancy for many
keywords with informative text surrounding the images. On the other hand, it makes search harder,
as there is a huge amount of visual contents that is hardly understood by the search engine. There
are two paradigms for searching images: content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and tag-based image
retrieval (TBIR).
CBIR finds images similar to a query image based on visual features that are used to represent an
image. These features include color, shape, texture, SIFT descriptors etc. (e.g., [83, 36, 8]). Recent
advances in deep-learning-based object detection have lifted this approach to a higher level, by
assigning object labels to bounding boxes (e.g., [65, 128, 132, 163]). However, these labels are
limited to concrete object classes (e.g., truck, SUV, Toyota Yaris Hybrid 2016, etc.), often trained
(only) on (subsets of) the ca. 20,000 classes of ImageNet [39]. Thus, they miss out on generalizations
(e.g., vehicle) and abstractions (e.g., transportation, traffic jam, rush hour). Fig 4.1 (a) shows the
top-confidence visual labels by LSDA [65] for an example case of incorrect labels.
TBIR retrieves images by textual matches between user query and manually assigned image tags
(e.g., from collaborative communities such as Flickr). While some of the semantic gap in CBIR is
reduced in TBIR, the performance of TBIR often suffers from incomplete and ambiguous tags [61].
Figure 4.1 (b) illustrates this point: there is only a single tag happiness and none for the concrete
objects in the image. For the big search engines, one way of overcoming this bottleneck is to exploit
query-and-click logs (e.g., [33, 67, 169]). The query keyword(s) associated with a click can be treated
as label(s) for the clicked image. However, this method crucially relies on the labels to appear in
(sufficiently many) queries (or, traditionally, salient text surrounding the image). [85] gives a survey
on TBIR and tag assignment and refinement.
Recently, the gap between the two image search paradigms is narrowing. TBIR-style tags inferred
from query-and-click logs can be used to train a deep-learning network for more informative labels
towards better CBIR. Also, crowdsourcing could be a way towards more semantic labels (e.g., [75]),
for example, to capture human activities or emotions (e.g., [41, 55, 125, 74]). Nevertheless, there are
still major shortcomings in the state-of-the-art.
This paper addresses the outlined limitations. The goal is to automatically annotate images with
semantically informative tags, including generalizations and abstractions and also cleaning out noisy
labels for concrete objects.
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Approach and Contribution: We leverage state-of-the-art CBIR by considering the visual tags
of an existing object detection tool (LSDA [65] in our experiments) as a starting point. Note that
there are multiple labels for each bounding box with varying confidence scores, and our goal is
to compute the most informative labels for the entire image. We impose a constrained optimiza-
tion on these initial labels, in order to enforce their semantic coherence. We also consider labels
that are visually similar to the detected ones, to compensate for omissions. In addition, we utilize
lexical and commonsense knowledge to generate candidate labels for generalizations (hypernyms
from WordNet [110]) and abstractions (concepts from ConceptNet [147]). So we both refine and
expand the initial labels. The joint inference on the entire label space is modeled as an optimization
problem, solved by an integer linear program (viz. using the Gurobi ILP solver). Figure 4.2 shows
examples for the input labels from the deep-learning-based visual object detection (left column)
and the output labels that VISIR computes (right column). The labels from LSDA illustrate a
clear semantic incoherence for these specific examples. VISIR labels are coherent, adds general-
izations (in blue) and abstractions (in green). Incorrect labels are marked red. Although our work
aligns with the existing TBIR research on social tagging and tag refinement, there are key differences.

































Figure 4.2: Images with labels from LSDA and VISIR
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Granularity: Our starting point is labels for bounding boxes, whereas user-provided tags refer to an
entire image.
Cardinality: The number of bounding boxes in one image can be quite large. Moreover, object
detectors usually produce a long list of varying-confidence labels for each bounding box.
Noise: As a result, many of the visual candidate labels in our approach are of mixed quality, whereas
traditional social tagging typically has few but trusted annotations per image.
For these factors, our notion of tag refinement is unlike the one in prior work. Therefore, we refer to
our task as Visual Tag Refinement.
Visual Tag Refinement can be broken down into three sub-tasks, for which this paper provides
effective solutions:
• elimination of incoherent tags1 among the initial visual labels
• expansion of the tag space by adding visually similar tags missed by object detectors, and adding
candidate tags for generalization and abstraction
• joint inference on the enriched tag space, by integer linear program
4.2 Related Work
Social Tagging. TBIR has its origin in community-based social tagging of images (e.g., Flickr),
web pages or publications (e.g., Bibsonomy). Crowdsourcing to compile large training collections
can be seen as a variant of this kind of user-provided tagging. There is ample research in this
area [84, 103, 53], especially on learning tag recommendations. Our task of visual tag refinement
differs from social tagging substantially. The CBIR-based tags that we start with, label individual
objects instead of assigning tags to the overall image. Multiple candidate tags per bounding box
also lead to a dense tag space in contrast to sparse user tags. Finally, the large number of varying-
granularity and varying-confidence tags per image entails a much higher degree of noise in the label
space, whereas social tags are usually considered trusted.
Automatic Image Tagging. Early work on this problem generated tags only for an entire image (or
a single image region), but did so one class at a time (e.g., [3]). More recent methods support labeling
multiple objects in the same image. One such approach, WSABIE [167], performs k-nearest-neighbor
classification on embeddings of words and features to scale to many classes.
State-of-the-art work on object detection addresses both recognizing object bounding boxes
and tagging them with their class labels. Such work makes heavy use of deep learning (especially
CNNs). Prominent representatives are LSDA [65], and Faster R-CNN [132]. The latter improves
the speed of object detection by incorporating a Region Proposal Network (RPN). Major emphasis
in this line of Computer Vision work has been on coping with small, partly occluded and poorly
illuminated objects. In contrast, the emphasis of VISIR is on the semantic coherence between objects
and jointly modeling the uncertainty of candidate labels. Instead of speed, we optimize for higher
1“tag” and “label” are used interchangeably in the paper with the same meaning.
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labeling quality. VISIR is agnostic of the underlying object detector; it is straightforward to plug in a
different tool.
Context plays an important role in computer vision [42], and context-based object detectors were
popular before the success of CNNs. These methods consider local context [16], global context [124]
or their combination [179]. With the advent of CNNs, the focus shifted to representation learning
and improving detection speed. However, contextual information is gaining renewed attention. The
state-of-the-art method [165] is based on a CNN-RNN combination, where the recurrent neural
network (RNN) captures label dependencies. Y OLO [128] unifies learning with global context into
a single neural network for the entire image. It exploits a word tree derived from the WordNet whose
leaf nodes appear in ImageNet. In our experiments, we use YOLO as a baseline for context-aware
object detection. All learning-based methods crucially rely on extensive training data.
Tag Refinement. The problem of tag refinement aims at removing noisy tags from images while
adding more relevant ones [85]. This line of work appears in the literature also as tag comple-
tion [170, 50] or image re-tagging [92, 94]. Most of this work uses only nouns as tags and disregards
word ambiguity. Background knowledge, such as WordNet synonymy sets and other lexical relations,
is rarely used. Word categories that are vital for denoting abstractions, namely, adjectives, verbs and
verbal phrases, are out of scope. Moreover a common assumption is that visually similar images are
semantically similar, meaning that they should have similar tags. This assumption is often invalid.
This body of work employs a variety of methods, including metric learning [58], matrix comple-
tion [170, 50, 188], latent topic models [175], and more.
Commonsense Knowledge for Image Retrieval. The first work on image retrieval with common-
sense knowledge (CSK) [95] exploited the Open Mind Commonsense Knowledgebase [143], a
small knowledge base with simple properties of concepts for concept expansion and for activation
spreading. Since then, much more comprehensive CSK knowledge bases have been constructed,
most notably, ConceptNet [147] and WebChild [152]. However, such background knowledge has not
been used by modern object detectors. A notable exception addresses emotions invoked by images,
and tags objects with sentiment-bearing adjectives [21]. However, this work is limited to a small
label space. A recent framework for image search [29] uses CSK extracted through OpenIE for query
expansion.
4.3 Model and Methodology
We define the problem of Visual Tag Refinement as the tasks of:
• cleaning noisy object tags from low-level image features
• enriching existing detections by adding additional relevant tags
• abstracting from concrete objects towards a more conceptual space.
We first present a framework for the proposed problem, followed by the description of its individual
components. We then present the optimization model to solve the problem.
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4.3.1 Framework for Visual Tag Refinement
We consider an image x with multiple bounding boxes x1,x2, ...xk. Each bounding box xi has labels
for detected physical objects along with detection confidence scores. The values of these labels and
scores are outputs of an off-the-shelf object detection tool, e.g., LSDA [65]. We define three different
label spaces, candidates from which would be associated either with bounding boxes of an image or
would globally add semantics to it:
• A space of all possible object labels detectable by an underlying object detection tool is denoted
by CL (for Concrete-object Labels). For example, the LSDA tool [65] uses ImageNet [39] object
classes, which are also leaf-level synsets of WordNet [110]. There can be two sets of such classes
for a bounding box xi of image x: cli constitute those labels originally detected from low-level
image features, cl′i constitute undetected labels visually similar to those in cli.
• A space of extended labels is denoted by XL. For each image x and bounding box xi, a subset
from this space, xli, contains additional label candidates that generalize the classes in cli and cl′i.
For example, “ant” ∈ cli → “insect” ∈ xli. Adding generalized terms to the label space serves
a dual purpose - overcoming the training bias of the object detection tools, and broadening the
label space for greater web visibility. We discuss more on the issue of training bias in section 4.6.
CL and XL contain labels signifying visual objects in an image. Hence we call the super set of
such labels “visual labels” V L; V L = CL ∪XL.
• A space of abstract labels (utilities, emotions, themes) is denoted by AL. This constitutes
abstract concepts associated with visual objects derived from commonsense knowledge bases.
For example, fragrant ∈ AL from the ConceptNet [96] clause hasProperty(flower,
fragrant).
An image x can hence be described by three sets of labels - a set of deep-learning based class labels
cl ∪ cl′ ∈ CL, a set of extended labels xl ∈ XL, and a set of abstract labels al ∈ AL. Further, we
define three different scores that act as edges between nodes of the above spaces:
• Visual Similarity vsim(lj , lk) for lj , lk ∈ CL
• Semantic Relatedness srel(lj , lk) for lj , lk ∈ V L
• Abstraction Confidence aconf(lj , aln) for aln ∈ AL and lj ∈ V L
We present the visual tag refinement problem in terms of three sub-problems:
• The noisy tag problem - for each image x and bounding box xi infer which of the labels in
cli ∈ CL should be accepted. We eliminate those labels which are not coherent with the other
bounding box detections in the image. For example, in Figure 4.2 image 5 we eliminate the
detection cucumber since it is not semantically related to the other labels snake and green mamba.
• The incomplete tag problem - for each image x and bounding box xi infer which of the labels in
cl′i ∈ CL and xli ∈ XL should be additionally associated with the bounding box.
• The abstraction tag problem - infer which of al ∈ AL should be globally associated with image
x.
We solve these problems jointly and retain the most confident hypothesis for each bounding box
relative to the others as well as a global hypothesis toward tag abstraction in an image. Hence, we
predict a set of plausible labels Lx ∈ CL ∪XL ∪AL for an image x.
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4.3.2 Visual Similarity (or “Confusability”)
Deep-learning based tools using low-level image features to predict the object classes can confuse
one object to be another. We consider two labels to be visually similar if they occur as candidates in
cli for the same bounding box xi. We collect evidence of such visual similarity from low-level image
features, in particular, from object detection results of LSDA [65]. We define the visual similarity
between two labels lj and lk by a Jaccard-style similarity measure as shown in Equation 4.1. In this
similarity measure, if labels lj and lk always appear together as candidates for the same bounding box,
and never with any other labels, then they are considered highly visually similar, vsim(lj , lk) = 1.
If labels lj and lk never appear together, one label is never confused by the tool to be another; in
this case vsim(lj , lk) = 0, meaning lj and lk are not visually similar. Given that the initial object
detections from low level image features are noisy in itself, this evidence would also contain noise.
However, it is expected that the evidence will hold when it is computed over a large dataset.
vsim(lj , lk) =
∑
i:lj ,lk∈cli







We can refer to this measure also as “confusability” since the object detection tool confuses one
object to be another based on similar low-level visual features.
4.3.3 Semantic Relatedness
Semantic Relatedness between two concepts signifies their conceptual similarity. Our model uses
this measure to establish the contextual coherence between labels of different bounding boxes. The
relatedness between two labels lj and lk is defined as a weighted linear combination of their cosine
similarity from word embeddings and their spatial co-location confidence.
srel(lj , lk) = δcosine(lj , lk) + (1 − δ)coloc(lj , lk) for lj , lk ∈ V L (4.2)
Word Embeddings: To improve the contextual coherence between object labels in images, the
context of words needs to be captured. We utilize vector space word embeddings for this purpose.
A Word2V ec [107] model is trained from manually annotated image descriptions from a large set
of image captions, as described later in more details. The cosine similarity between two labels –
cosine(., .) in Equation 4.2 – is calculated from their respective word vectors.
Spatial Co-location: Spatial relationships between concepts carry an important evidence of related-
ness. For example, an “apple” and a “table” are related concepts since they occur in close spatial
proximity. Similarly, a “tennis racket” and a “lemon” are unrelated. coloc(., .) in Equation 4.2 is a
frequency-based co-location score mined from manual annotations of image labels.
4.3.4 Concept Generalization
A hypernym is a superordinate of a concept. In other words, a concept is an instantiation of its
hypernym. For example, fruit is a hypernym for apple, i.e., apple IsA fruit. WordNet [110] provides
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a hierarchy of concepts and their hypernyms which we leverage to generalize our object classes.
WordNet also reports different meanings (senses) of a concept; for example a punching bag is (a
person on whom another person vents their anger) or (an inflated ball or bag that is suspended and
punched for training in boxing), leading to very different hypernymy trees. For this reason, we map
our object classes from ImageNet into their correct WordNet sense number, followed by traversing
their hypernymy tree up to a certain level. This yields a cleaner generalization. Further more, to
avoid exotic words among the hypernyms, we use their approximate Google result counts and prune
out those below a threshold. Hence for the concept ant we retain the hypernym insect and prune the
hypernym hymenopteran. Following this heuristics, we assign 1 to 3 hypernyms per object class.
4.3.5 Concept Abstraction
To introduce human factors like commonsense and subjective perception, we incorporate abstract
words and phrases associated with visual concepts of an image. For example an accordion is “used
to” make music. We consider two relations from ConceptNet 5 [96] for assigning the abstract labels -
usedFor, and hasProperty. Some example of assigned abstract labels/phrases (in green) can be found
in Figure 4.2. Abstract concepts which are assigned to images have high abstraction confidence.
Abstraction confidence of a concept/phrase is defined as the joint semantic relatedness of the phrase
and the refined visual labels of the image.
4.3.6 Tag Refinement Modeled as an ILP
We cast the multi-label visual tag refinement problem into an Integer Linear Program (ILP) optimiza-
tion with the following definitions. We choose ILP as it is a very expressive framework for modeling
constrained optimization (more powerful than probabilistic graphical models), and at the same time
comes with very mature and efficient solvers like Gurobi (http://gurobi.com). Some tools for
probabilistic graphical models even use ILP for efficient MAP inference.
Given an image x, with bounding boxes x1,x2, ..., it has three sets of visual labels: cli (initial
bounding box labels), cl′i (labels visually similar to the original detections), and xli (hypernyms of
labels in cli ∪ cl′i). The set vli = cli ∪ cl′i ∪ xli constitutes all visual labels which are candidates for
bounding box xi. The image would also be assigned abstract labels al1, al2, ... globally. We thus
introduce 0-1 decision variables:
Xij = 1 if xi should indeed have visual label vlj , 0 otherwise
Yj = 1 if x should indeed have abstract label alj , 0 otherwise
Zijmk = 1 if Xij = 1 and Xmk = 1, 0 otherwise
Wijk = 1 if Xij = 1 and Yk = 1, 0 otherwise
Decision variables Zijmk and Wijk emphasise pair-wise coherence between two visual labels and
between a visual and an abstract label respectively.
Objective: Select labels for x and its bounding boxes which maximizes a weighted sum of evidence
and coherence:




























with hyper-parameters α, β, γ, κ.
For each l ∈ CL, we define set S(l) ⊆ CL of labels visually similar to l. vsim(l, l′) = 0 if l′ /∈ S(l).
Recall the definition of vsim(., , ) from Equation 4.1.
Visual Confidence, the confidence with which a visual label should be associated with an image is
defined as:




confBB(xi, l)vsim(l, lj) if lj ∈ cl′i/cli (4.5)
Here, a high confident original detection adds significant weight to the objective function, hence
increasing the chances of its retention. Similarly, the weight of a label visually similar to multiple
original labels is boosted. Also, labels visually similar to only one low confident original label is
assigned less importance.
For l ∈ CL we define a set H(l) ∈ XL of hypernyms of l. The Generalization Confidence of a





srel(lj , l) if lj ∈ xli (4.6)
= 0 if lj ∈ {cli ∪ cl′i} (4.7)
Abstraction Confidence aconf(., .) of a label lj and an abstract concept alk is defined as their
semantic relatedness, weighted by the score of the assertion containing the abstract concept in
ConceptNet [96]. For example, hasProperty(baby, newborn) has a score of 10.17 in Con-
ceptNet. We name this score CNet(alk).
aconf(lj , alk) = CNet(alk) ∗ srel(lj , alk) (4.8)
Constraints:∑
j Xij <= 1 : for each bounding box xi there can be at most one visual label (∈ V L)∑
j Yj <= 5 : one image x can have at most five abstract labels (∈ AL)
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The final set of visual and abstract labels per image are expected to be highly coherent. This is
validated in Section 4.5.
4.4 Data Sets and Tools
In this section, we present the image data sets as well as the criteria and heuristics we follow to mine
the various background knowledge utilized in our optimization model.
ImageNet Object Classes. LSDA [65] is used to get the initial visual object labels from low-level
image features. The LSDA tool has been trained on 7604 leaf-level nodes of ImageNet [39]. Most
of these object classes are exotic concepts which rarely occur in everyday images. Examples include
scientific names of flora and fauna – interior live oak, Quercus wislizenii, American white oak,
Quercus alba, and obscure terms – pannikin, reliquary, lacrosse. We prune those exotic classes by
thresholding on their Google and Flickr search result counts. Some object class names are ambiguous
where two senses of the same word from WordNet have been included. We consider only the most
common sense. We work with the most frequent 1000 object classes obtained after pruning2.
WordNet Hypernyms. For the ImageNet object classes described above, we traverse the WordNet
hypernymy tree of the associated sense up to level three. We restrict the traversal level to avoid
too much generalization – for example, person generalizing to organism. We prune out hypernyms
with Google and Flickr result counts below a threshold. By considering the hypernyms of the 1000
ImageNet object classes mentioned above, we add 800 new visual labels to the model.
The ImageNet object classes and the WordNet hypernyms together constitute the Visual Labels
of VISIR.
Abstract Labels. Commonsense knowledge (CSK) assertions from ConceptNet [147] contribute
to concept abstraction in VISIR. For example, in Figure 4.2, the abstract concept poisonous is
added to the labels of the fifth image. ConceptNet is a crowd-sourced knowledge base where most
assertions have the default confidence score of 1.0 (as they were stated only by one person). Only
popular statements like hasProperty(apple, red fruit) are stated by multiple people,
hence raising the confidence score significantly. Certain assertions have contradictory scores – for
example, usedFor(acne medicine, clear skin) appears twice, with scores 1.0 and -1.0.
2The full list is available at http://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~sreyasi/visTagRef/
1000classes_names.txt
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This happens when someone down-votes a statement. Using such indistinctive scores in VISIR would
be uninformative. We therefore use the joint semantic relatedness of the assertion and visual labels
of an image, weighted by the ConceptNet score (only positive scores), as the abstraction confidence.
Visual Similarity. The visual similarity or “confusability” scores (Equation 4.1) are mined from
object detection results (from low-level image features) over 1 million images from the following
data sets that are popularly employed in the computer vision community: Flickr 30K [181],
Pascal Sentence Dataset [126], SBU Captions Dataset [117], MSCOCO [89]. All these
data sets have collections of Flickr images not pertaining to any particular domain. For each detected
bounding box, LSDA provides a confidence score distribution over 7604 object classes (leaf nodes
in ImageNet). Only predictions with a positive confidence score are considered as candidates for a
bounding box. An object class pair appearing as candidates for the same bounding box are considered
as visually similar. Table 4.1 shows few examples of visually similar object class pairs – mail train
and commuter train are confused 91% times whereas diaper and plaster cast are confused 18%
times.
object1 object2 visual similarity
mail train commuter train 0.91
cattle horse 0.76
soccer ball kite baloon 0.26
Red Delicious bowling ball 0.21
diaper plaster cast 0.18
bicycle pump mascara 0.17
Table 4.1: Object class pairs and visual similarity scores
Spatial Co-location. Spatial co-location scores between different object classes are mined from
ground truth annotations of the detection challenge (DET) of ImageNet ILSVRC 2015 [135]. We
consider two objects to be spatially co-located only if they are tagged in the same image. For
simplicity, we do not consider the physical distance between the bounding boxes of the tagged object
classes. A frequency-based co-location score is assigned to pairs of object classes based on evidence
over the train set of ILSVRC DET. We find spatial co-location data for 200 object classes (since the
detection challenge only considers 200 object classes). The top few frequently co-located objects are:
(person, microphone), (table, chair), (person, sunglasses), (person, table), (person, chair). A general
observation would be that the image collection in ILSVRC DET has a high occurrence of person.
4.5 Experiments and Results
We analyze and compare the results that VISIR produces with that of two baselines: LSDA3 and
Y OLO4. The performances of LSDA, YOLO, and VISIR are compared on the basis of precision,
recall and F1-score measures.
3http://lsda.berkeleyvision.org/
4https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolo/
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4.5.1 Setup
As discussed in Section 4.3.1, we operate with three kinds of labels: visual class labels from ImageNet
(CL), their generalizations (XL) which consist of WordNet hypernyms of labels ∈ CL, and abstract
labels (AL) from commonsense knowledge. We evaluate the methods with respect to three different
label spaces (as the combination of three types of labels): CL, CL + XL, and CL + XL + AL.
LSDA and YOLO operate only on CL, while VISIR has three variants (configuring it for the above
combinations of label spaces). Each system is given a label budget of 5 tags per image. For VISIR,
this is enforced by an ILP constraint; for the two baselines, we use their confidence scores to pick
the top-5.
Hyper-parameter Tuning: To tune the hyper-parameters for Equation 4.3 we use the annotations
of the training image set of ILSVRC DET. We also extend this set by adding the hypernyms of the
ground-truth labels as correct labels. A randomized search is used to tune the hyperparameters.
User Evaluation: Besides establishing semantic coherence among concrete object labels, VISIR
applies concept generalization and abstraction. For modern benchmark datasets like ILSVRC 2015
DET, such enriched labeling does not exist so far. Therefore, in order to evaluate VISIR and compare
to baselines, we construct a labeled image dataset by collecting human judgments about correctness
of labels as discussed below.
For each label space, CL, CL+XL, and CL+XL+ AL, the union of the labels produced
by each method forms the set of result labels for an image. This result pool is evaluated by human
annotators. Judges determined whether each label is appropriate and informative for an image.
Instead of a binary assessments, annotators are asked to grade each label in the pool with 0, 1, or
2 – 0 corresponding to incorrect labels, 2 corresponding to highly relevant labels. We gather user
judgments for the three label pools (corresponding to the label spaces) separately. This produces three
different sets of graded labels per image. Users are not informed about the nature of the label pools.
For each label pool we collect responses from at least 5 judges. The final assessment is determined
by the majority of the judges (e.g., at least 3 out of 5 need to assert that a label is good).
Selection of Test Images: A major goal of this work is to make the refined labels more coherent or
semantically related. Hence, we focus on the case where the deep-learning-based object detection
tools produce contextually incoherent results. For the user evaluation, we collect a set of images with
a reasonable context – those that have 3-7 detected bounding boxes and with LSDA labels having a
semantic relatedness score less than 0.1. Such 100 images are collected from the ILSVRC 2015 DET
Val image set.
4.5.2 Model Performance
Precision is estimated as the fraction of “good labels” detected, where a “good label” is one consid-
ered relevant by the majority of the human judges. We assess the recall per method as the number of
labels picked from the good labels in the pool of labels generated by all three methods. The recall is
artificially restricted because the label pool may contain more good labels than the label budget of
the method. For example, if the label budget per method is set to 5, even if all 5 labels of a method
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are good, the recall for a pool with 8 good labels would only be 5/8. However, it is a fair notion
across the different methods.
Relaxed vs Conservative Assessments: According to the evaluation design, labels graded 1 are
either inconspicuous, or less relevant to the image than labels graded 2. In order to identify the “good
labels” in a label pool, we define two methods of assessment: Relaxed Assessment considers all
labels graded 1 or 2 as correct. Conservative Assessment considers only those labels graded 2 as
correct, resulting in a stricter setup. The three graded label pools from the user evaluations naturally
have labels in common.
Performance Results: Tables 4.2 through 4.4 compare the three methods for the three different
label pools – CL, CL+XL, CL+XL+AL – with conservative assessment. For CL, there is no
real improvement over LSDA, but we see that for CL+XL and CL+ AL+XL VISIR adds a
good number of semantically informative labels and improves on the two baselines in terms of both
precision and recall.
We also test VISIR’s performance with a tighter constraint on choosing the number of bounding
boxes per image, by setting the label budget to 80% of all bounding boxes received as input. This
variant, which we refer to as VISIR*, aims to filter out more noise in the output of the deep-learning-
based object detections. Naturally, VISIR*-CL would have higher precision than VISIR-CL while
sacrificing on recall. VISIR*-CL improves further on precision and F1-score because it is able
to eliminate some of the initial noise the LSDA detections bring in. For pools CL + XL and
CL+XL+AL, VISIR* has higher precision than VISIR, but slighly loses in recall.
System Precision Recall F1-score
LSDA 0.51 0.86 0.64
YOLO 0.49 0.56 0.52
VISIR-CL 0.51 0.86 0.64
VISIR*-CL 0.57 0.81 0.67
Table 4.2: Pool CL: Conservative Assessment
System Precision Recall F1-score
LSDA 0.52 0.81 0.63
YOLO 0.49 0.51 0.50
VISIR-CL+XL 0.54 0.82 0.65
VISIR*-CL+XL 0.60 0.76 0.67
Table 4.3: Pool CL+XL: Conservative Assessment
System Precision Recall F1-score
LSDA 0.49 0.35 0.41
YOLO 0.52 0.23 0.32
VISIR-CL+XL+AL 0.54 0.91 0.68
VISIR*-CL+XL+AL 0.56 0.89 0.69
Table 4.4: Pool CL+XL+AL: Conservative Assessment
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Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 show the relaxed and conservative assessments with respect to the
combined pool (i.e., for all three label spaces together) of good labels per image. It is natural that
all methods perform better for the relaxed setting compared to that of the conservative assessment.
However, the observation that VISIR’s performance does not degrade much for the conservative
assessment demonstrates its high output quality and robustness. Figure 4.3 illustrates this by anecdotal
examples with the labels assigned by each of the competitors (with good labels in black and bad
ones in red). In image 4, LSDA produces typically unrelated labels – a monkey and a tennis ball.
This contextual incoherence likely arises due to low level color features. In contrast to LSDA, YOLO
addresses the semantic coherence of the labels, however likely in expense of recall (for example in
image 6). By necessitating semantic coherence among detected labels VISIR eliminates incoherent
labels - for example, VISIR removes motorcycle from image 1, tennis ball from image 4, hat with a
wide brim from image 5 and so on.
System Precision Recall F1-score
LSDA 0.55 0.30 0.39
YOLO 0.57 0.19 0.29
VISIR-CL 0.57 0.28 0.38
VISIR-CL+XL 0.62 0.30 0.40
VISIR-CL+XL+AL 0.71 0.90 0.79
Table 4.5: Aggregate Pool: Relaxed Assessment
System Precision Recall F1-score
LSDA 0.49 0.35 0.41
YOLO 0.52 0.23 0.32
VISIR-CL 0.52 0.34 0.41
VISIR-CL+XL 0.55 0.35 0.43
VISIR-CL+XL+AL 0.54 0.91 0.68
Table 4.6: Aggregate Pool: Conservative Assessment
Table 4.7 lists the new labels introduced by VISIR, each for at least 10 images. These labels
are generated via generalization (from WordNet hypernyms) and abstraction (from commonsense
knowledge). As none of the baselines can produce these labels, VISIR naturally achieves a recall
of 1. The precision values for the labels illustrate how VISIR addresses the problem of label
incompleteness. In most cases, these labels were assessed as correct by the judges.
Label Label frequency Precision
individual 46 0.59





barking animal 11 1.00
Table 4.7: New labels suggested by VISIR
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Figure 4.3: Images with labels from LSDA, YOLO, and different configurations of VISIR
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4.6 Discussion of Limitations
Training Bias in LSDA: The LSDA tool predicts only leaf-level object classes of ImageNet. The
same limitation holds for most other state-of-the-art object detectors. Because of this incomplete
tag space many important objects cannot be detected. For example, giraffe is not a leaf-level object
class of ImageNet. Since LSDA did not see any training images of a giraffe, it mis-labels objects
in Figure 4.1a according to its training. This noise propagates to our model, sometimes making it
impossible to find the correct labels.
Incorrect Sense Mapping in ImageNet: LSDA trains on ImageNet images. Hence improper word
sense mappings in ImageNet propagate to incorrect labels from LSDA. For example, ImageNet
contains similar images for two separate synsets Sunglass (a convex lens used to start a fire) and
Sunglasses (shades, dark glasses). Naturally, these two synsets have completely different WordNet
hypernyms which VISIR uses, hence introducing noise. The direct hypernym of Sunglass is lens,
while that of Sunglasses is glasses.
Incomplete Spatial Co-location data: Spatial co-location patterns mined from text contain noise
due to linguistic variations in the form of proverbs. For example, the commonsense knowledge
base WebChild [152] assigns significant confidence to the spatial co-location of elephant and room
(most likely from the idiom “the elephant in the room”). To counter such linguistic bias, we have
mined spatial co-location information from the manually annotated ground truth of ILSVRC [135].
Unfortunately, annotations are available for only 200 object classes, leaving us with only a small
fraction of annotated visual-label pairs. If more cues of this kind were available, we would have been
able to establish stronger contextual coherence.
Incomplete and Noisy Commonsense Knowledge: ConceptNet and WebChild are quite incom-
plete; so we cannot assign an abstract concept to every detected visual label. Also, assertions in these
knowledge bases are often contradictory and noisy. We manage to reduce the noise by considering
semantic relatedness with the visual labels, but this only alleviates part of the problem.
In this chapter we presented VISIR, a new method for refining and expanding visual labels for
images. Its key strengths are cleaning out noisy labels from predictions by object detection tools
and adding informative labels that capture generalizations and abstractions. Our model makes this
feasible by considering the visual similarity of labels, the semantic coherence across concepts, and
various kinds of background knowledge. The joint inference on an enriched label candidate space is
performed by means of a judiciously designed Integer Linear Program. Our experiments show the
viability of the approach, and also demonstrate significant improvements over two state-of-the-art
object detection and tagging tools.
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MULTIMODAL contents have become commonplace on the Internet today, manifested asnews articles, social media posts, and personal or business blog posts. Among the variouskinds of media (images, videos, graphics, icons, audio) used in such multimodal stories,
images are the most popular. The selection of images from a collection – either author’s personal
photo album, or web repositories – and their meticulous placement within a text, builds a succinct
multimodal commentary for digital consumption. In this paper we present a system that automates
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the process of selecting relevant images for a story and placing them at contextual paragraphs within
the story for a multimodal narration. We leverage automatic object recognition, user-provided tags,
and commonsense knowledge, and use an unsupervised combinatorial optimization to solve the
selection and placement problems seamlessly as a single unit. To this end. we present a framework
called Story-AND-Images Alignment (SANDI) (which stands for Story-AND-Images).
5.1 Introduction
Figure 5.1: The story-and-images alignment problem: given an album of images and a textual narrative, the task
it to select relevant images and place them at coherent locations in the story.
It is well-known (and supported by studies [82, 105]) that the most powerful messages are
delivered with a combination of words and pictures. On the Internet, such multimodal content is
abundant in the form of news articles, social media posts, and personal blog posts where authors
enrich their stories with carefully chosen and placed images. As an example, consider a vacation
trip report, to be posted on a blog site or online community. The backbone of the travel report is
a textual narration, but the user typically places illustrative images in appropriate spots, carefully
selected from her photo collection from this trip. These images can either show specific highlights
such as waterfalls, mountain hikes or animal encounters, or may serve to depict feelings and the
general mood of the trip, e.g., by showing nice sunsets or bar scenes. Another example is brochures
for research institutes or other organizations. Here, the text describes the mission, achievements and
ongoing projects, and it is accompanied with judiciously selected and placed photos of buildings,
people, products and other images depicting the subjects and phenomena of interest, e.g., galaxies or
telescopes for research in astrophysics.
The generation of such multimodal stories requires substantial human judgement and reasoning,
and is thus time-consuming and labor-intensive. In particular, the effort on the human side includes
selecting the right images from a pool of story-specific photos (e.g., the traveler’s own photos) and
possibly also from a broader pool for visual illustration (e.g., images licensed from a PR company’s
catalog or a big provider such as Pinterest). Even if the set of photos were exactly given, there is still
considerable effort to place them within or next to appropriate paragraphs, paying attention to the
semantic coherence between surrounding text and image. In this paper, we set out to automate this
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human task, formalizing it as a story-images alignment problem.
Problem Statement. Given a story-like text document and a set of images, the problem is to
automatically decide where individual images are placed in the text. Figure 5.1 depicts this task. The
problem comes in different variants: either all images in the given set need to be placed, or a subset
of given cardinality must be selected and aligned with text paragraphs. Formally, given n paragraphs
and m ≤ n images, assign these images to a subset of the paragraphs, such that each paragraph has
at most one image. The variation with image selection assumes that m > n and requires a budget
b ≤ n for the number of images to be aligned with the paragraphs.
Prior Work and its Inadequacy. There is ample literature on computer support for multimodal
content creation, most notably, on generating image tags and captions. Closest to our problem is prior
work on story illustration [70, 137], where the task is to select illustrative images from a large pool.
However, the task is quite different from ours, making prior approaches inadequate for the setting of
this paper. First, unlike in general story illustration, we need to consider the text-image alignments
jointly for all pieces of a story, rather than making context-free choices one piece at a time. Second,
we typically start with a pool of story-specific photos and expect high semantic coherence between
each narrative paragraph and the respective image, whereas general story illustration operates with a
broad pool of unspecific images that serve many topics. Third, prior work assumes that each image
in the pool has an informative caption or set of tags, by which the selection algorithm computes its
choices. Our model does not depend on pre-defined set of tags, but detects image concepts on the fly.
Research on Image Tagging may be based on community input, leading to so-called “social
tagging” [60], or based on computer-vision methods, called “visual tagging”. In the latter case,
bounding boxes are automatically annotated with image labels, and relationships between objects
may also be generated [129, 99]. Recent works have investigated how to leverage commonsense
knowledge as a background asset to further enhance such automatically computed tags [28]. Also,
deep-learning methods have led to expressive forms of multimodal embeddings, where textual
descriptions and images are projected into a joint latent space [51, 47] in order to compute multimodal
similarities.
In this paper, in addition to manual image tags where available, we harness visual tags from
deep neural network based object-detection frameworks and incorporate background commonsense
knowledge, as automatic steps to enrich the semantic interpretation of images. This, by itself, does
not address the alignment problem, though. The alignment problem is solved by combinatorial
optimization. Our method is experimentally compared to baselines that makes use of multimodal
embeddings.
Our Approach – SANDI. We present a framework that casts the story-images alignment task into a
combinatorial optimization problem. The objective function, to be maximized, captures the semantic
coherence between each paragraph and the image that is placed there. To this end, we consider a
suite of features, most notably, the visual tags associated with an image (user-defined tags as well as
tags from automatic computer-vision tools), text embeddings, and also background knowledge in the
form of commonsense assertions. The optimization is constrained by the number of images that the
story should be enriched with. As a solution algorithm, we devise an integer linear program (ILP)
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Image Ground Truth Paragraph
. . . Table Mountain Ca-
bleway. The revolving
car provides 360 degree
views as you ascend this
mesmerising 60-million-
year-old mountain. From
the cableway station. . .
. . . On the east flank of
the hill is the old Mus-
lim quarter of the Bo-
Kaap; have your cam-
era ready to capture
images of the photo-
genic pastel-painted pre-
colonial homes. . .
(a) Sample image and corresponding paragraph from Lonely
Planet
Image Ground Truth Paragraph
If you are just looking
for some peace and quiet
or hanging out with other
students...library on cam-
pus, a student hangout
space in the International
College building. . . .
. . . I was scared to travel
alone. But I quickly real-
ized that there’s no need
to be afraid. Leaving
home and getting out of
your comfort zone is an
important part of grow-
ing up.. . .
(b) Sample image and corresponding paragraph from Asia
Exchange
Figure 5.2: Image-text semantic coherence in datasets.
and employ the Gurobi ILP solver for computing the exact optimum. Experiments show that SANDI
produces semantically coherent alignments.
Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to address the story-images
alignment problem. Our salient contributions are:
1. We introduce and define the problem of story-images alignment.
2. We analyze two real-world datasets of stories with rich visual illustrations, and derive insights
on alignment decisions and quality measures.
3. We devise relevant features, formalize the alignment task as a combinatorial optimization
problem, and develop an exact-solution algorithm using integer linear programming.
4. We present experiments that compare our method against baselines that use multimodal
embeddings.
5.2 Related Work
Story Illustration. Existing research finds suitable images from a big image collection to illustrate
personal stories [70] or news posts [137, 37]. Traditionally, images are searched based on textual
tags associated with image collections. Occasionally they use visual similarity measures to prune out
images very similar to each other. More recent frameworks use deep neural networks to find suitable
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representative images for a story [127]. Story Illustration only addresses the problem of image
selection, whereas we solve two problems simultaneously: image selection and image placement –
making a joint decision on all pieces of the story. [127] operates on small stories (5 sentences) with
simple content, and retrieves 1 image per sentence. Our stories are much longer texts, the sentences
are more complex, and the stories refer to both general concepts and named entities. This makes our
problem distinct. We cannot systematically compare our full-blown model with prior works on story
illustration alone.
Image-text Comparison. Visual similarity of images has been leveraged to associate single words [183]
or commonly occurring phrases [186] to a cluster of images. While this is an effective solution for
better indexing and retrieval of images, it can hardly be used for contextual text-image alignment.
For example, an image with a beach scene may be aligned with either “relaxed weekend” or “this is
where I work best” depending on the context of the full text.
Yet another framework combines visual features from images with verbose image descriptions
to find semantically closest paragraphs in the corresponding novels [190], looking at images and
paragraphs in isolation. In a similar vein, [30] align images with one semantically closest sentence in
the corresponding article for viewing on mobile devices. In contrast, we aim to generate a complete
longer multimodal content to be read as a single unit. This calls for distinction between paragraphs
and images, and continuity of the story-line. [2] temporally aligns images and their corresponding
captions into a story sequence. Their task is much simpler since image-caption pairs are already
aligned.
Commonsense Knowledge for Story Understanding. One of the earliest applications of Com-
monsense Knowledge to interpret the connection between images and text is a photo agent which
automatically annotated images from user’s multi-modal (text and image) emails or web pages,
while also inferring additional commonsense concepts [86]. Subsequent works used commonsense
reasoning to infer causality in stories [168], especially applicable to question answering. The most
commonly used database of commonsense concepts is ConceptNet [146]. We enhance automatically
detected concepts in an image with relevant commonsense assertions. This often helps to capture
more context about the image.
5.3 Dataset and Problem Analysis
5.3.1 Datasets
To the best of our knowledge, there is no experimental dataset for text-image alignment, and existing
datasets on image tagging or image caption generation are not suitable in our setting. We therefore
compile and analyze two datasets of blogs from Lonely Planet1 and Asia Exchange2.
• Lonely Planet: 2178 multimodal articles containing on average 20 paragraphs and 4.5 images per
article. Most images are accompanied by captions. Figure 5.2a shows two image-paragraph pairs
from this dataset. Most of the images and come from the author’s personal archives and adhere
strictly to the content of the article.
1www.lonelyplanet.com/blog
2www.asiaexchange.org
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Relevant text after image 86%







Natural named objects 9%
Human activities 12%
Generic objects 15%
General nature scenes 20%
Man-made named objects 21%
Geographic locations 29%
Table 5.1: Analysis of image placement for 50 images from Lonely Planet travel blogs.
• Asia Exchange: 200 articles about education opportunities in Asia, with an average of 13.5
paragraphs and 4 images per article. The images may be strongly adhering to the content of
the article (top image in Figure 5.2b), or they may be generic stock images complying with the
abstract theme as seen in the bottom image in Figure 5.2b). Most images have captions.
Text-Image Semantic Coherence. To understand the specific nature of this data, we had two anno-
tators analyze the given placement of 50 randomly chosen images in articles from the Lonely Planet
dataset. The annotators assessed whether the images were specific to the surrounding paragraphs as
opposed to merely being relevant for entire articles. The annotators also determined to how many
paragraphs an image was specifically fitting, and indicated the main reason for the given alignments.
For this purpose, we defined 6 possibly overlapping meta-classes: (i) specific man-made entities such
as monuments, buildings or paintings, (ii) natural objects such as lakes and mountains, (iii) general
nature scenes such as fields or forest, (iv) human activities such as biking or drinking, (v) generic
objects such as animals or cars, and (vi) geographic locations such as San Francisco or Rome.
The outcome of the annotation is shown in Table 5.1. As one can see, 91% of the images were
indeed more specifically relevant to surrounding text than to the article in general, and 86% of these
were placed before the relevant text. We therefore assume the paragraph following the image as
ground truth. As to the main reasons for this relevance, we observe quite a mix of reasons, with
geographic locations being most important at 29%, followed by man-made objects at 21% and
general nature scenes at 20% and so on.
5.3.2 Image Descriptors
Based on the analysis in Table 5.1, we consider the following kinds of tags for describing images:
Visual Tags (CV). State-of-the-art computer-vision methods for object and scene detection yield
visual tags from low-level image features. We use three frameworks for this purpose. First, deep
convolutional neural networks based architectures like LSDA [64] and YOLO [129], are used to detect
objects like person, frisbee or bench. These models have been trained on ImageNet object classes
and denote “Generic objects” from Table 5.1. For stories, general scene descriptors like restaurant or
beach play a major role, too. Therefore, our second asset is scene detection, specifically from the MIT
Scenes Database [185]. Their publicly released pre-trained model “Places365-CNN”, trained on
365 scene categories with 5000 images per category, predicts scenes in images with corresponding
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CV: person, sunglasses, stage




CSK: show talent, attend con-
cert, entertain audience
CV: adobe brick, terra cotta,
vehicle, table, village
MAN: tiled rooftops
BD: uzes languedoc, langue-
doc roussillon
CSK: colony, small town
CV: umbrella, beach
MAN: white sands, Playa An-
con
BD: ancon cuba, playa ancon
CSK: sandy shore, vacation
Figure 5.3: Characterization of image descriptors: CV adds visual objects/scenes, MAN and BD add location
details, CSK adds high-level concepts.
confidence scores. We pick the most confident scene for each image. These constitute “General
nature scenes” from Table 5.1. Thirdly, since stories often abstract away from explicit visual concepts,
a framework that incorporates generalizations and abstractions into visual detections [28] is also
leveraged. For e.g., the concept “hiking” is supplemented with the concepts “walking” (Hypernym of
“hiking” from WordNet) and “fun” (from ConceptNet [146] assertion “hiking, HasProperty, fun”).
User Tags (MAN). Owners of images often have additional knowledge about content and context –
for e.g., activities or geographical information (“hiking near Lake Placid”), which, from Table 5.1 play
a major role in text-image alignment. In a down-stream application, users would have the provision
to specify tags for their images. For experimental purposes, we use the nouns and adjectives from
image captions from our datasets as proxy for user tags.
Big-data Tags (BD). Big data and crowd knowledge allow to infer additional context that may not
be visually apparent. We utilize the Google reverse image search API3 to incorporate such tags. This
API allows to search by image, and suggests tags based on those accompanying visually similar
images in the vast web image repository. These tags often depict popular places and entities, such as
“Savarmati Ashram”, or “Mexico City insect market”, and thus constitute “Natural names objects”,
“Man-made named objects”, as well as “Geographic locations” from Table 5.1.
Commonsense Knowledge (CSK). CSK can bridge the gap between visual and textual con-
cepts [29]. We use the following ConceptNet relations to enrich the image tag space: used for,
has property, causes, at location, located near, conceptually related to. As ConceptNet is somewhat
noisy, subjective, and diverse, we additionally filter its concepts by informativeness for a given image
following [173]. If the top-10 web search results of a CSK concept are semantically similar to the
image context (detected image tags), the CSK concept is considered to be informative for the image.
For example, consider the image context “hike, Saturday, waterproof boots”. CSK derived from
“hike” are outdoor activity, and fun. The top-10 Bing search results for the concept outdoor activity
are semantically similar to the image context. However, those for the term fun are semantically varied.
Hence, outdoor activity is more informative than fun for this image. Cosine similarity between the
mean vectors of the image context and the search results is used as a measure of semantic similarity.
Figure 5.3 shows examples for the different kinds of image tags.
3www.google.com/searchbyimage
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5.4 Model for Story-Images Alignment
Without substantial amounts of labeled training data, there is no point in considering machine-learning
methods. Instead, we tackle the task as a Combinatorial Optimization problem in an unsupervised
way.
Our story-images alignment model constitutes an Integer Linear Program (ILP) which jointly
optimizes the placement of selected images within an article. The main ingredient for this alignment
is the pairwise similarity between images and units of text. We consider a paragraph as a text unit.
Text-Image Pairwise Similarity. Given an image, each of the four kinds of descriptors of Sec-
tion 5.3.2 gives rise to a bag of features. We use these features to compute text-image semantic
relatedness scores srel(i, t) for an image i and a paragraph t.
srel(i, t) = cosine(i, t) (5.1)
where i and t are the mean word embeddings for the image tags and the paragraph respectively. For
images, we use all detected tags. For paragraphs, we consider only the top 50% of concepts w.r.t.
their Term Frequence – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) ranking over the entire dataset. Both
paragraph concepts and image tags capture unigrams as well as bigrams. We use word embeddings
from word2vec trained on Google News Corpus.
srel(i, t) scores serve as weights for variables in the ILP. Note that model for text-image similarity
is orthogonal to the combinatorial problem solved by the ILP. Cosine distance between concepts (as
in Eq. 5.1) could be easily replaced by other similarity measures over the multimodal embedding
space.
Tasks. Our problem can be divided into two distinct tasks:
• Image Selection – to select relevant images from an image pool.
• Image Placement – to place selected images in the story.
These two components are modelled into one ILP where Image Placement is achieved by maximizing
an objective function, while the constraints dictate Image Selection. In the following subsections we
discuss two flavors of our model consisting of one or both of the above tasks.
5.4.1 Complete Alignment
Complete Alignment constitutes the problem of aligning all images in a given image pool with
relevant text units of a story. Hence, only Image Placement is applicable. For a story with |T | text
units and an associated image pool with |I| images, the alignment of images i ∈ I to text units t ∈ T
can be modeled as an ILP with the following definitions:
Decision Variables: The following binary decision variables are introduced:
Xit = 1 if image i should be aligned with text unit t, 0 otherwise.
Objective: Select image i to be aligned with text unit t such that the semantic relatedness over all
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Xit ≤ 1∀t (5.3)
∑
t
Xit = 1∀i (5.4)
We make two assumptions for text-image alignments: no paragraph may be aligned with multiple
images (5.3), and each image is used exactly once in the story (5.4). The former is an observation
from multimodal presentations on the web such as in blog posts or brochures. The latter assumption is
made based on the nature of our datasets, which are fairly typical for web contents. Both are designed
as hard constraints that a solution must satisfy. In principle, we could relax them into soft constraints
by incorporating violations as a loss-function penalty into the objective function. However, we do
not pursue this further, as typical web contents would indeed mandate hard constraints. Note also
that the ILP has no hyper-parameters; so it is completely unsupervised.
5.4.2 Selective Alignment
Selective Alignment is the flavor of the model which selects a subset of thematically relevant images
from a big image pool, and places them within the story. Hence, it constitutes both tasks – Image









Xit = b (5.6)
where b is the budget for the number of images for the story. b may be trivially defined as the
number of paragraphs in the story, following our assumption that each paragraph may be associated
with a maximum of one image. (5.5) is an adjustment to (5.4) which implies that not all images
from the image pool need to be aligned with the story. The objective function from (5.2) rewards the
selection of best fitting images from the image pool.
5.5 Quality Measures
In this section we define metrics for automatic evaluation of text-image alignment models. The two
tasks involved – Image Selection and Image Placement – call for separate evaluation metrics as
discussed below.
5.5.1 Image Selection
Representative images for a story are selected from a big pool of images. There are multiple
conceptually similar images in our image pool since they have been gathered from blogs of the
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domain “travel”. Hence evaluating the results on strict precision (based on exact matches between
selected and ground-truth images) does not necessarily assess true quality. We therefore define a
relaxed precision metric (based on semantic similarity) in addition to the strict metric. Given a set of













For each image in a multimodal story, the ground truth (Ground Truth (GT)) paragraph is assumed
to be the one following the image in our datasets. To evaluate the quality of SANDI’s text-image
alignments, we compare the GT paragraph and the paragraph assigned to the image by SANDI
(henceforth referred to as “aligned paragraph”). We propose the following metrics for evaluating the
quality of alignments:
BLEU and ROUGE. BLEU and ROUGE are classic n-gram-overlap-based metrics for evaluating
machine translation and text summarization. Although known to be limited insofar as they do not
recognize synonyms and semantically equivalent formulations, they are in widespread use. We
consider them as basic measures of concept overlap between GT and aligned paragraphs.
Semantic Similarity. To alleviate the shortcoming of requiring exact matches, we consider a metric
based on embedding similarity. We compute the similarity between two text units ti and tj by the
average similarity of their word embeddings, considering all unigrams and bigrams as words.
SemSim(ti, tj) = cosine(ti, tj) (5.9)
where x is the mean vector of words in x. For this calculation, we drop uninformative words by
keeping only the top 50% with regard to their TF-IDF weights over the whole dataset.
Average Rank of Aligned Paragraph. We associate each paragraph in the story with a ranked list
of all the paragraphs on the basis of semantic similarity (Eq. 5.9), where rank 1 is the paragraph
itself. Our goal is to produce alignments ranked higher with the GT paragraph. The average rank of








|T | − 1
)]
(5.10)
where |I| is the number of images and |T | is the number of paragraphs in the article. T ′ ⊂ T is
the set of paragraphs aligned to images. Scores are normalized between 0 and 1; 1 being the perfect
alignment and 0 being the worst alignment.
Order Preservation. Most stories follow a storyline. Images placed at meaningful spots within the






















Random 3.1 6.9 75.1 50.0 50.0
VSE++ [47] 11.0 9.5 84.6 59.1 55.2
VSE++ ILP 12.56 11.23 83.98 58.08 47.93
SANDI-CV 18.2 17.6 86.3 63.7 54.5
SANDI-MAN 45.6 44.5 89.8 72.5 77.4
SANDI-BD 26.6 25.1 84.7 61.3 61.2
SANDI∗ 44.3 42.9 89.7 73.2 76.3






















Random 6.8 8.9 70.8 50.0 50.0
VSE++ [47] 19.4 17.7 85.7 51.9 48.0
VSE++ ILP 23.5 20.11 85.98 52.55 46.13
SANDI-CV 21.5 20.6 87.8 58.4 52.0
SANDI-MAN 35.2 32.2 89.2 61.5 61.5
SANDI-BD 24.1 22.3 86.7 56.0 53.6
SANDI∗ 33.4 31.5 89.7 62.4 62.5
Table 5.3: Complete Alignment on the Asia Exchange dataset.
story would ideally adhere to this sequence. Hence the measure of pairwise ordering provides a sense
of respecting the storyline. Lets define order preserving image pairs as: P = {(i, i′) : i, i′ ∈ I, i 6=
i′, i′ follows i in both GT and SANDI alignments}, where I is the set of images in the story. The
measure can be defined as number of order preserving image pairs normalized by the total number
of GT ordered image pairs.
OrderPreserve = |P |(|I|(|I| − 1)/2) (5.11)
5.6 Experiments and Results
We evaluate the two flavors of SANDI – Complete Alignment and Selective Alignment – based on
the quality measures described in Section 5.5.
5.6.1 Setup
Tools. Deep convolutional neural network based architectures similar to LSDA [64], Y OLO [129],
VISIR [28] and PlacesCNN [185] are used as sources of Visual tags. Google reverse image search
tag suggestions are used as Big-data tags. We use the Gurobi Optimizer for solving the ILP. A
Word2Vec [108] model trained on the Google News Corpus encompasses a large cross-section of
domains, and hence is a well-suited source of word embeddings for our purposes.
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SANDI Variants. The variants of our text-image alignment model are based on the use of image
descriptors from Section 5.3.2.
• SANDI-CV, SANDI-MAN, and SANDI-BD use CV, MAN, and BD tags as image descriptors
respectively.
• SANDI∗ combines tags from all sources.
• +CSK: With this setup we study the role of commonsense knowledge as a bridge between visual
features and textual features.
Alignment sensitivity. The degree to which alignments are specific to certain paragraphs varies
from article to article. For some articles, alignments have little specificity, for instance, when the
whole article talks about a hiking trip, and images generically show forests and mountains. We
measure alignment sensitivity of articles by comparing the semantic relatedness of an image to its
ground-truth paragraph against all other paragraphs in the same article. We use the cosine similarity
between the image’s vector of MAN tags and the text vectors, for this purpose. The alignment
sensitivity of an article then is the average of these similarity scores over all its images. We restrict
our experiments to the top-100 most alignment-sensitive articles in each dataset.
5.6.2 Complete Alignment
In this section we evaluate our Complete Alignment model (defined in Section 5.4.1), which places
all images from a given image pool within a story.
Baselines. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work on story-image alignment in the
literature. Hence we modify methods on joint visual-semantic-embeddings (VSE) [72, 47] to serve
as baselines. Our implementation of VSE is similar to [47], henceforth referred to as VSE++. We
compare SANDI with the following baselines:
• Random: a simple baseline with random image-text alignments.
• VSE++ Greedy or simply VSE++: for a given image, VSE++ is adapted to produce a ranked
list of paragraphs from the corresponding story. The best ranked paragraph is considered as an
alignment, with a greedy constraint that one paragraph can be aligned to at most one image.
• VSE++ ILP: using cosine similarity scores between image and paragraph from the joint embed-
ding space, we solve an ILP for the alignment with the same constraints as that of SANDI.
Since there are no existing story-image alignment datasets, VSE++ has been trained on the
MSCOCO captions dataset [89], which contains 330K images with 5 captions per image.
Evaluation. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the performance of SANDI variants across the different evalua-
tion metrics (from Section 5.5.2) on the Lonely Planet and Asia Exchange datasets respectively. On
both datasets, SANDI outperforms VSE++, especially in terms of paragraph rank (+14.1%/+10.5%)
and order preservation (+11.1%/+14.5%). While VSE++ looks at each image in isolation, SANDI
captures context better by considering all text units of the article and all images from the correspond-
ing album at once in a constrained optimization problem. VSE++ ILP, although closer to SANDI in
methodology, does not outperform SANDI. The success of SANDI can also be attributed to the fact
that it is less tied to a particular type of images and text, relying only on word2vec embeddings that
are trained on a much larger corpus than MSCOCO.
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Standard +CSK
SANDI-CV SemSim 86.2 86.3
ParaRank 59.9 59.7
SANDI-MAN SemSim 85.1 85.5
ParaRank 53.8 55.0
Table 5.4: Role of Commonsense Knowledge.
Tag Space Precision Random NN VSE++ SANDI
CV Strict 0.4 2.0 1.14 4.18
Relaxed 42.16 52.68 29.83 53.54
MAN Strict 0.4 3.95 - 14.57
Relaxed 37.14 42.73 49.65
BD Strict 0.4 1.75 - 2.71
Relaxed 32.59 37.94 38.86
∗ Strict 0.4 4.8 - 11.28relaxed 43.84 50.06 54.34
Table 5.5: Image Selection on the Lonely Planet dataset.
On both datasets, SANDI-MAN is the single best configuration, while the combination, SANDI∗
marginally outperforms it on the Asia Exchange dataset. The similarity of scores across both datasets
highlights the robustness of the SANDI approach.
Role of Commonsense Knowledge. While in alignment-sensitive articles the connections between
paragraphs and images are often immediate, this is less the case for articles with low alignment
sensitivity. Table 5.4 shows the impact of adding common sense knowledge on the 100 least alignment
sensitive articles from the Lonely Planet dataset. As one can see, adding CSK tags leads to a minor
improvement in terms of semantic similarity (+0.1/+0.4%), although the improvement is too small to
argue that CSK is an important ingredient in text-image alignments.
Tag Space Precision Random NN VSE++ SANDI
CV Strict 0.45 0.65 0.44 0.79
Relaxed 55.0 57.64 30.05 57.2
MAN Strict 0.45 0.78 - 3.42
Relaxed 40.24 52.0 52.87
BD Strict 0.45 0.82 - 0.87
Relaxed 31.12 33.27 33.25
∗ Strict 0.45 1.04 - 1.7relaxed 55.68 58.1 58.2
Table 5.6: Image Selection on the Asia Exchange dataset.
5.6.3 Selective Alignment
This variation of our model, as defined in Section 5.4.2, solves two problems simultaneously –
selection of representative images for the story from a big pool of images, and placement of the
selected images within the story. The former sub-problem relates to the topic of “Story Illustra-
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tion” [70, 137, 37, 127], but work along these lines has focused on very short texts with simple
content (in contrast to the long and content-rich stories in our datasets).
6.3.1 Image Selection
Setup. In addition to the setup described in Section 5.6.1, following are the requirements for this
task:
• Image pool – We pool images from all stories in the slice of the dataset we use in our experiments.
Stories from a particular domain – for e.g. travel blogs from Lonely Planet – are largely quite
similar. This entails that images in the pool may also be very similar in content – for e.g., stories
on hiking contain images with similar tags like mountain, person, backpack.
• Image budget – For each story, the number of images in the ground truth is considered as the
image budget b for Image Selection (Equation 5.4.2).
Baselines. We compare SANDI with the following baselines:
• Random: a baseline of randomly selected images from the pool.
• NN: a selection of nearest neighbors from a common embedding space of images and paragraphs.
Images are represented as centroid vectors of their tags, and paragraphs are represented as
centroid vectors of their distinctive concepts. The basic vectors are obtained from Word2Vec
trained on Google News Corpus.
• VSE++: state-of-the-art on joint visual-textual embeddings; the method presented in [47] is
adapted to retrieve the top-b images for a story.
Evaluation. We evaluate Image Selection by the measures in Section 5.5.1. Table 5.5 and Table 5.6
show the results for Story Illustration, that is, image selection, for SANDI and the baselines. For
the Lonely Planet dataset (Table 5.5), a pool of 500 images was used. We study the effects of a
bigger images pool (1000 images) in our experiments with the Asia Exchange dataset (Table 5.6). As
expected, average strict precision (exact matches with ground truth) drops. Recall from Section 5.3.1
that the Asia Exchange dataset often has stock images for general illustration rather than only
story-specific images. Hence the average relaxed precision on image selection is higher. The nearest-
neighbor baseline (NN) and SANDI, both use Word2Vec embeddings for text-image similarity.















Random 0.31 0.26 69.18 48.16
VSE++ [47] 1.04 0.8 79.18 53.09
VSE++ ILP 1.23 1.03 79.04 53.96
SANDI-CV 1.70 1.60 83.76 61.69
SANDI-MAN 8.82 7.40 82.95 66.83
SANDI-BD 1.77 1.69 84.66 76.18
SANDI∗ 6.82 6.57 84.50 75.84
Table 5.7: Selective Alignment on the Lonely Planet dataset.




Clatter into Lisbon’s steep, tight-packed Alfama aboard a classic yellow tram...England. Ride a
regular bus for a squeezed-in-with-the-natives view of the metropolis...Venice, Italy...opting
for a public vaporetto (water taxi) instead of a private punt...Hungary. Trundle alongside the
Danube, with views up to the spires and turrets of Castle Hill...Istanbul, Turkey...Travel between
Europe and Asia...Ferries crossing the Bosphorus strait...Sail at sunset...Monte Carlo’s electric-
powered ferry boats...The ‘Coast Tram’ skirts Belgium’s North Sea shoreline...Pretty but pricey
Geneva...travel on buses, trams and taxi-boats...Liverpool, England...Hop aboard Europe’s












Figure 5.4: Image Selection. Images within green boxes are exact matches with ground truth (GT). SANDI
retrieves more exact matches than the baselines (NN, VSE++). SANDI’s non-exact matches are also much more
thematically similar.
greedy selection in case of NN. VSE++ uses a joint text-image embeddings space for similarity
scores. The results in the tables clearly show SANDI’s advantages over the baselines.
Our evaluation metric RelaxedPrecision (Eq. 5.7) factors in the semantic similarity between
images which in turn depends on the image descriptors (Section 5.3.2). Hence we compute results
on the different image tag spaces, where ‘∗’ refers to the combination of CV, MAN, and BD. The
baseline VSE++ however, operates only on visual features; hence we report its performance only for
CV tags.
Figure 5.4 shows anecdotal image selection results for one story. The original story contains 17
paragraphs; only the main concepts from the story have been retained in the figure for readability.
SANDI is able to retrieve 2 ground-truth images out of 8, while the baselines retrieve 1 each. Note
that the remaining non-exact matches retrieved by SANDI are also thematically similar. This can be
attributed to the wider space of concepts that SANDI explores through the different types of image
descriptors described in Section 5.3.2.
6.3.2 Image Placement
Having selected thematically related images from a big image pool, SANDI places them within
contextual paragraphs of the story. Note that SANDI actually integrates the Image Selection and
Image Placement stages into joint inference on selective alignment seamlessly, whereas the baselines
operate in two sequential steps.
We evaluate the alignments by the measures from Section 5.5.2. Note that the measure OrderP-
reserve does not apply to Selective Alignment since the images are selected from a pool of mixed
images which cannot be ordered. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 show results for the Lonely Planet and Asia
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Exchange datasets respectively. We observe that SANDI outperforms the baselines by a clear margin,
harnessing its more expressive pool of tags. This holds for all the different metrics (to various
















Random 2.06 1.37 53.14 58.28
VSE++ [47] 2.66 1.39 58.00 64.34
VSE++ ILP 2.78 1.47 57.65 64.29
SANDI-CV 1.04 1.51 60.28 75.42
SANDI-MAN 3.49 2.98 61.11 82.00
SANDI-BD 1.68 1.52 76.86 70.41
SANDI∗ 1.53 1.84 64.76 80.57
Table 5.8: Selective Alignment on the Asia Exchange dataset.
5.6.4 Role of Model Components
Image Descriptors. Table 5.10 shows alignments for a section of a single story from three SANDI
variants. Each of the variants capture special characteristics of the images, hence aligning to different
paragraphs. The paragraphs across variants are quite semantically similar. The highlighted key con-
cepts bring out the similarities and justification of alignment. The wide variety of image descriptors
that SANDI leverages (CV, BD, MAN, CSK) is unavailable to VSE++, attributing to the latter’s poor
performance.
Embeddings. The nature of embeddings is decisive towards alignment quality. Joint visual-semantic-
embeddings trained on MSCOCO (used by VSE++) fall short in capturing high-level semantics
between images and story. Word2Vec embeddings trained on a much larger and domain-independent
Google News corpus better represents high-level image-story interpretations.
ILP. Combinatorial optimization (Integer Linear Programming) wins in performance over greedy
optimization approaches. In Tables 5.5 and 5.6 this phenomenon can be observed between NN
(greedy) and SANDI (ILP). This pair of approaches make use of the same embedding space, with
SANDI outperforming NN.
5.7 Illustrate Your Story: A web application for SANDI
We build an end-to-end system for automatically selecting relevant images from an album and
placing them in suitable contexts within a body of text. The application solves a global optimization
problem that maximizes the coherence of text paragraphs and image tags, and allows for exploring
explanations for the alignments. In addition to the Complete and Selective alignments discussed
in Section , here we propose a functionality that ensures greater visual appeal of the generated
multimodal content. This functionality, named Spacing-aware Alignment, aims to distribute images
as uniformly as possible through the story while ensuring semantic coherence with the alignment


























Random 3.1 6.9 75.1 50.0 50.0 78.6
VSE++[47] ILP 12.6 11.2 84.0 58.1 47.9 79.1
Complete Alignment 45.6 44.5 89.8 72.5 77.4 84.0
Spacing-aware Alignment 43.3 41.5 89.5 71.5 75.5 89.1
Table 5.9: Influence of enforced image-spacing on the Lonely Planet dataset: slightly reduced
image-text semantic coherence.
paragraphs. An automated system that can successfully select and align images to text will be
useful to a multitude of end users like journalists, bloggers, authors, and commercial enterprises.
Experiments show that our method can align images with texts with high semantic fit, and to user
satisfaction.
Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation of the story–image
alignment problem. Additionally, we argue that spacing of images within a story is important for
the visual appeal of the generated multimodal content, and propose a new model to that effect. We
integrate a image captioning system which retrieves, for each image, the most fitting quote from a
dataset of famous quotes. We also study the inherent subjectivity of the task with a suitable user
study.
5.7.1 Spacing-aware Alignment
We observe from the Lonely Planet and Asia Exchange datasets that images are usually uniformly
distributed throughout the story. For more visual appeal, we add placement constraints that spread
images as evenly as possible across the story.
For a story with T paragraphs and I images, the number of paragraphs between successive
































The constraint in (5.13) ensures that there are at most u paragraphs between two images, while
the constraint in (5.14) ensures that there are at least l paragraphs between two images.
Evaluating Spacing-aware Alignments. In addition to the evaluation metrics discussed in Sec-
tion 5.5, we define another automatic evaluation metric in order to evaluate our Spacing-aware
Alignment model.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.5: Our system takes an image collection and a body of text as input (a), and generates a multimodal
story (b). Story analysis: the matrix in (c) shows cosine similarities between images and paragraphs, highlighting
the alignments with red boxes, hovering over the column headers show the corresponding paragraphs. Similar
concepts from aligned images and paragraphs can be seen in (d).
Ideal alignments would space out images evenly within a story. We propose to measure the
deviation from such an ideal alignment as an indication of visual appeal. For a story with T
paragraphs and I (selected) images, the ideal relative distance between two images would be
1/(|I| − 1). T = 1, 2, ..., t is the set of ordered paragraphs, where |T| = t. We define the allocation
of images to paragraphs via a function f : I → T defined as f(i) = j if and only if Xij = 1. Xij
is a binary random variable from (5.2). We now look at the co-domain of the function T′ ∈ T, and
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 (5.15)
We compare Spacing-aware Alignment with Complete Alignment and baselines (VSE++[47] ILP
and a random alignment) on all the defined evaluation metrics. The results can be seen in Table 5.9;
all values are scaled to [0,100]. The Spacing-aware Alignment ensures a more uniform image spacing
in the story, while sacrificing slightly on semantic coherence of image–paragraph pairs. This can
be justified as an acceptable trade-off since images are often just used for general illustration of the
overall theme of the story, without maintaining a tight semantic fit with surrounding paragraphs. The
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Spacing of the ground truth alignments from the Lonely Planet dataset is 81.03.
5.7.2 System Overview
The computational model of the system (SANDI) consists of multiple image tags, word embeddings
to represent concepts from images and paragraphs, and a combinatorial optimization problem solver.
Input. SANDI takes the following mandatory user inputs – an image collection and a body of text.
Output. After computation of the image–paragraph alignments, SANDI displays the generated
multimodal story.
Interactive Exploration. Let us consider a blogger writing about their last vacation trip. They
took over 100 pictures during the trip, but would only like to include 5 representative ones in their
trip report. With our system, they can save the time and effort of going through all the images
and selecting and placing them within appropriate paragraphs of the textual narrative. Our system
automatically performs Image Selection and Image Placement in one seamless optimization step.
In the home page (Figure 5.5 (a)), users are able to upload a few images or a big pool of images,
enter/upload text, specify the number of images to be selected for the story, and specify their choice
to automatically caption the images. Once the user uploads their files and their selections, a session
is created in the back-end with a session-ID in case any further user interaction is required. This will
arise when our system fails to automatically detect visual concepts from the images, and asks for
user-specified image tags. Figure 5.5 (b) shows the output page, where the generated multi-modal
story is displayed to the user. Additionally, a Story Analysis page provides the justifications for
individual image–paragraph alignments. This is in the form of image–paragraph cosine similarities
(Figure 5.5 c), and similar concepts from the two modalities (Figure 5.5 d).
The initial requests from the front-end, session handling, as well as automatic image tagging are
all performed in a Flask server written in Python. The optimization is handled in a Java Servlets
server to take advantage of its speed. We use the Bootstrap CSS framework to create an uncluttered
and modern looking user interface.
Caption Prediction. Most images from the Lonely Planet and Asia Exchange datasets are captioned.
Following this characteristic of multimodal narratives, we add an image captioning component in
our application. While automatic caption generation is a well-studied problem [12], we resort to
quote-based caption prediction to obtain more inspiring results. Using a visual-semantic embedding
framework [47] to infer text–image similarities, we predict the top-10 related quotes for an image
from the Quotes-500K dataset [56]. Among these, the quote with the highest cosine similarity to the
aligned paragraph is then displayed as the image caption. Hence, our image captions are not only
attractive, but also contextually meaningful. Figure 5.6 shows some examples.
5.7.3 User Study
The story-specific selection of images from an image repository and their placement within the
story is to a certain extent a matter of subjective preferences. While the problem has been formally
characterized and evaluated using automated means in Section 5.6, we study the inherent subjectivity
that it entails through a user evaluation of image–paragraph alignments. We use a random selection
of images from both datasets – Lonely Planet and Asia Exchange.
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Image and Caption Aligned Paragraph
“What a rebellious act it is to love
yourself naturally in a world of
fake appearences.”
Watch out for the Korean wave!
The catchy beats, colorful soap op-
eras and gripping dramas are invad-
ing countries around the world with
a massive force, and are here to
stay. And while before it targeted
the youger crowds, it’s now get-
ting more and more popular among
grown-up folks too!
“All the world’s a stage and all men
and women are merely players.”
No genre of media is excluded: Film,
literature, graphic novels, language,
food, fashion. . . But arguably, the
genre with the biggest global impact
is the new wave of Korean pop mu-
sic, commonly referred to as K-pop,
with its addicting melodies and in-
novative choreography.
Figure 5.6: SANDI predicts contextually meaningful captions.
The user study is designed to collect feedback, on a per-image basis, of which aligned paragraph
– from the ground truth (GT) or from our system (SANDI) – is a better semantic fit for an image. We
conduct the user study via Figure Eight (formerly, CrowdFlower).
Design. Each question consists of an image and two paragraphs (A and B). Contributors are asked to
choose one of the following options – A More Relevant Than B, A Equally Relevant to B, A Less
Relevant Than B – as answer to the question “Which text is better fitting with the given image?”. We
collect 5 judgments per question for a total of 250 questions.
Avoiding Bias. The source of the paragraph (GT or SANDI) is not revealed to the contributor. The
assignment of the paragraphs (GT to A, SANDI to B etc.) is randomized to eliminate bias. Moreover,
data points are chosen such that GT and SANDI paragraphs are of similar length – a difference
of maximum 20 words is allowed. This is done to avoid possible bias towards longer or shorter
paragraphs.
Quality Assurance. Test questions are modeled such that one of the paragraphs belong to an
unrelated story. This allows us to eliminate responses from inattentive contributors. The confidence
score (pink horizontal bars in Figure 5.7) for each aggregated result depicts the level of agreement
between multiple contributors.
Result Aggregation. For each question, the option selected by the majority of the contributors is
reported. As shown in Figure 5.7, SANDI alignments were chosen to be more relevant 46.4% of
times, whereas GT was chosen 40.6% of times. This shows that while GT alignments are generally
chosen with care, SANDI alignments are even more semantically relevant. Both paragraphs were
deemed equally relevant in 13.4% of the questions.
The observations from the user study support our hypothesis that the problem has a subjective
component – the alignments in the ground truth are not absolute, and there exist other suitable


















Figure 5.7: User choice of ground truth (GT) and SANDI alignments.
5.8 Discussion
5.8.1 Text-Image Discourse Relations
In unimodal contents like text documents, two sentences have explicit or implicit connections
between them as studied in the Penn Discourse Treebank [111, 123]. Similarly, in multimodal
contents, each of the modalities is expected to have certain contribution to the overall cognition of
the content. Moreover, adjoining snippets from different modalities are anticipated to be coherent in
context, one often leading to a better understanding of the other.
Naturally, for text-image alignment, it is crucial to understand the synergy between the modalities.
We briefly study the coherence in text-image contexts and make observations about the role of the
individual modalities. Coherence in text is characterized by distinct structures in grammar. Images
lack such structures and contain largely incidental details that connect them to surrounding textual
narratives. Therefore, identifying the distinctive image content that the author intended to depict is
challenging [148]. Our study of multimodal instructional content (a dataset of cooking recipes) [177]
provide some insights into inferential relationships between images and surrounding text [5]. Instead
of proposing a taxonomy of discourse relations like the Penn Discourse Treebank, we conduct
a thorough user evaluation to understand various relations between image and text – for e.g.,
whether the image content complementary or supplementary to the text, whether there is a temporal
relationship between the events being narrated in the text and that in the supporting image, and so on.
We believe that this is an important first step towards understanding the intent of aligning an image to
a paragraph in a story or narrative. Follow-up research may benefit from the annotated resource that
this work generated. Prior work on multimodal discourse relations studied the coherence between
gesture and speech [78].
5.8.2 Future Research
Here are a few other questions that arise from this work that could encourage further research:
Additional Features. While our feature space covers most natural aspects, in downstream appli-
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cations additional image metadata such as GPS location or timestamps may be available. GPS
location may provide cues for geographic named entities, lifting the reliance on user-provided tags.
Timestamps might prove to be useful for temporal aspects of a story-line.
Abstract and Metaphoric Relations. Our text-image alignments were focused largely on visual
and contextual features. We do not address stylistic elements like metaphors and sarcasm in text,
which would entail more challenging alignments. For example, the text “the news was a dagger to his
heart” should not be paired with a picture of a dagger. Although user knowledge may provide some
cues towards such abstract relationships, a deeper understanding of semantic coherence is desired.
Subjectivity of the Ground Truth. Based on our analysis, the articles from Lonely Planet and Asia
Exchange provide only a pseudo ground truth, as other meaningful alignments exists (as seen in our
user study). An interesting direction might be to explore datasets which only allow a single truth.
Image Caption Generation. From our observation of the real-world datasets, most images are
accompanied by captions. Having aligned individual images to text units, a natural extension
would be to generate captions for the images which are contextually meaningful to the surrounding
paragraphs.
In this work we have introduced the problem of story-images alignment – selecting and placing
a set of representative images for a story within contextual paragraphs. We analyzed features
towards meaningful alignments from two real-world multimodal datasets – Lonely Planet and Asia
Exchange blogs – and defined measures to evaluate text-image alignments. We presented SANDI, a
methodology for automating such alignments by a constrained optimization problem maximizing
semantic coherence between text-image pairs jointly for the entire story. In addition to ensuring a
high level of semantic fit of images and aligned paragraphs, our web application also guarantees
uniform spacing of images for better visual appeal. Quantitative evaluations show that SANDI
produces alignments which are semantically meaningful. Our user evaluation corroborates that the
quality of the obtained image–paragraph alignments are comparable to human judgments. We believe
that such an application will be of assistance to online content creators such as bloggers, journalists,
commercial content writers, as well as for creation of personal social media posts.
SANDI web application is available at https://sandi.mpi-inf.mpg.de, while a video
demonstration can be viewed at https://youtu.be/k5gu2pNxdNU.
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the first man to ever
climb Mount Everest
and also the creator of
the bungee-jump. Thus,
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prise that this country
is filled with adventures
and adrenaline junkies.
Moreover, the wildlife
in New Zealand is some-
thing to behold. Try
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are nocturnal creatures
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MODERN web content – news articles, blog posts, educational resources, marketingbrochures – is predominantly multimodal. A notable trait is the inclusion of media suchas images placed at meaningful locations within a textual narrative. Most often, such
images are accompanied by captions – either factual or stylistic (humorous, metaphorical, etc.) –
making the narrative more engaging to the reader. While standalone image captioning has been
extensively studied, captioning an image based on external knowledge such as its surrounding text
remains under-explored. In this paper, we study this new task: given an image and an associated
unstructured knowledge snippet, the goal is to generate a contextual caption for the image.
6.1 Introduction
In multimodal (text–image) documents, images are typically accompanied by captions. These may,
for instance, provide specific details about the narrative – location, names of persons etc. – or may
be thematic comments grounding the sentimental value of the image in the narrative. The image
captions explicitly or implicitly refer to the image and its surrounding text, and play a major role
in engaging the reader. We call this type of captions contextual captions. To study the nature and
automatic generation of contextual captions, we create a dataset from Reddit posts with images, titles
and associated comments. Figure 6.1 illustrates the Contextual Image Captioning problem.
Generating captions for standalone images [66, 164] or summarizing a detailed piece of text
[139, 88] are well-studied problems. However, generating image captions accounting for contextual
information is a largely unexplored task and poses many challenges. Related tasks include multimodal
summarization [18, 19] and title generation [114]. Multimodal summarization usually involves
segmentation and sorting of both the modalities or has specific templates along which the summary
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I recently moved to Buffalo, NY and every day I am
discovering how beautiful this town is. I took this
pic...and I was thrilled about it! I wanted to share the
pallet of colors the sunset had that evening.
RIP Echo. There will be sunny days and endless treats
for him now. I still have the dog tag of my Boston
Terrier on my key chain. Echo will always be with
you. My condolences. So sorry for your loss. RIP.
Generated Contextual Captions: Generated Contextual Captions:
- A beautiful sunset path to heaven. - Had to say goodbye to my best friend today . He
passed away shaking.
- A sunset...unknown artist. - My best friend passed away yesterday. I think he
was a fantastic.
Figure 6.1: The Contextual Image Captioning problem. Novel captions generated by (variants of) our model for
the shown image and its associated paragraph.
is generated [139]. In contrast, captions in our dataset are part of the story told by the comments.
Generating the caption requires reasoning on the flow of the story and conditionally deciding to
follow, lead or negate the context.
Inadequacy of Prior Work. Image captioning and text summarization are unimodal, and ignore im-
portant information in the dormant modality. Multimodal summarization and news image captioning
[13] usually entail captions with explicit references to the context, and may be achieved with a copy
mechanism [57] that can selectively copy information from paragraph to caption, e.g., named entities
such as names of people and organizations, geographical locations, etc. However, most social media
driven content is affective and requires implicit reasoning about the context. For example, for an
image of the Grand Canyon, we might encounter captions such as “perfect for a lovely hike” or “too
tired to walk?”, due to the subjectivity of the task, which requires inference based on the context.
Approach and Contribution.
• We formulate the novel task of Contextual Image Captioning.
• We create a new dataset for contextual captions from Reddit posts and associated comments.
• We propose an end-to-end trained neural model for Contextual Image Captioning and compre-
hensively evaluate its performance using quantitative and qualitative measures.
• We study how various factors affect the generation of novel contextual captions.
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6.2 Related Work
Image Caption and Description Generation. Previous research on captioning conditioned only on
images [49, 162, 71, 176, 76, 43, 48, 102] has been successful for descriptive captions with explicit
grounding to image objects and scenes (e.g., “a boy is playing with a doll.”). Only recently, captions
with sentimental and abstract concepts have been explored [52, 17, 119, 91, 141]. However, these
ignore relevant text data surrounding images in social media and other domains. We aim to study a
multimodal approach – given an image and adjacent text, generate a contextual caption.
Multimodal Summarization. Research on multimodal embeddings [77, 174, 138] has facilitated
studying image–text data. Summarization of multimodal documents (e.g., blog/news articles) [30,
189] proceeds by aligning a subset of images with extracted [19], or generated [18] text segments
from the original document. In contrast, image captions in our data do not explicitly summarize the
associated text and rather act as a short commentary that connects the two modalities.
News Image Captioning. A task similar to our problem is captioning images within news articles
[155, 20]. A key challenge here is to correctly identify and generate named entities [155]. It is similar
to our problem in that generated concepts in the captions cannot be inferred from images alone and
require contextual information from the associated text. However, news image captions tend to be
descriptive compared to the subjective nature of captions in our dataset representing common social
media content.
6.3 Datasets
To the best of our knowledge, the only existing image–text caption datasets are from the news domain
(e.g., Daily Mail Corpus). Our task differs from news image captioning in two major ways. Firstly,
we aim to generate image captions conditioned on its immediate context – a text paragraph. Most
news datasets (e.g., the Daily Mail Corpus) do not contain such paragraph structure. Also, there is
no clear image–text alignment. Moreover, news image captions are descriptive (containing specific
information) and not particularly engaging (containing sentimental expressions). Thus, news datasets
are not suitable for our task. Data from multimodal blog articles such as Lonely Planet offer a clean
structure – one image aligned to a single paragraph. The paragraph containing the image provides
meaningful context. Most images are accompanied by engaging captions. Such a dataset has been
recently proposed [26]. However, it contains only 10,000 samples – too little to train a deep text
generation model. Instead, we consider Reddit, which offers a rich source of multimodal data. Out of
the image-related subreddits, /r/pics is particularly suitable for our problem because of the nature
of posts. Firstly, the posts do not contain expert jargon, unlike other subreddits like /r/photographs.
Secondly, the image captions are mostly affective and not drab descriptions. Lastly, post frequency is
high, presenting a big dataset.
Data Scraping. We scrape the subreddit /r/pics to collect a sizable number of posts over the span of
a year. For each post, we grab the image, the post title, and 1-10 comments. We choose to consider
the post title as ground truth caption since it is written by the image poster, ensuring a consistent
and coherent intent. The comments are concatenated, preserving their tree structure, to serve as
the associated paragraph. Inappropriate posts that do not adhere to community standards and were
flagged by moderators are removed.
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Data Characteristics. The collected images do not adhere to any particular subject or theme. The
paragraphs are ~59.2 words long, and the captions are ~10.6 words long on an average.
In some posts, captions and paragraphs may contain different named entities (NE), making
prediction of the ground truth NE difficult. For example, the caption “My friend and I are en route
to the Grand Canyon” may be accompanied with the paragraph “Try to hike down to the Colorado.
Also visit Zion National Park!” The NEs in the paragraph (Colorado, Zion) do not match that in
the caption (Grand Canyon). Owing to this characteristic, we study two distinct variants of the
dataset – one containing NEs and the other without NEs. We denote these variants as +NE andNE,
respectively.
The paragraphs sometimes exhibit topic drift, e.g., comments on the post on the Grand Canyon
may include “I remember my last trip to India...we had spicy food!”. Hence, we also study variants
with ensured context overlap – one common word (ignoring stop words) between caption and
paragraph. These variants are suffixed overlap – e.g. +NE-overlap.
We report experimental results on all these variants for 30,000/8000/8000 train/val/test splits.
A small sample of the dataset can be found at https://bit.ly/3eHLnMo. Further details are as
follows:
• Total number of samples: 242,767
• Samples with named entities (NE) in caption: 137,732 (56.82%)
• Samples with no NE in caption: 104,653 (43.18%)
We ensure a context overlap between paragraph and caption with the following splits:
• +NE samples with one common word between paragraph and caption: 50,730 (20.93%). These
are named +NE-overlap in Table 6.1.
• +NE samples with two common words between paragraph and caption: 23,283 (9.61%).
• NE samples with one common word between paragraph and caption: 38,301 (15.80%). These
are namedNE-overlap in Table 6.1.
• NE samples with two common words between paragraph and caption: 15,070 (6.22%)
We use SpaCy to detect named entities in captions. SpaCy detects 18 kinds of named entities (https:
//spacy.io/api/annotation#named-entities). TIME, MONEY, PERCENT, and LANGUAGE
were ignored since they include common conversational phrases like “day before yesterday”, “my
two cents”, “an English breakfast” etc. Examples of captions with NEs: “Just the (Earth/LOC) letting
off some steam ((Iceland/GPE))”, “The (first/CARDINAL) Chipotle , opened in (Denver/GPE) in
(1993/DATE).”. Examples of captions without NEs: “Texture of the paint on a skull I painted.”, “My
girlfriend and I handle social situations differently.”. In future work, the NE types could be leveraged
to learn positional relationships in sentences.
6.4 Contextual Captioning Model
Figure 6.2 shows our Contextual Captioning model architecture.
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Figure 6.2: A schematic diagram of our model
Given an input image I and an associated input paragraph P = {wp1 , . . . ,w
p
M} of length M ,
our model generates a caption C = {wc1, . . . ,wcN} of length N . Our model adopts a standard
encoder–decoder architecture. Following prior work, we use features extracted from a pre-trained
ResNet152 [62] model for image encoding. These extracted features are projected to a d-dimensional
embedding space using a dense layer.
To encode the input paragraph, we deploy a bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM). The outputs of the
BiLSTM, denoted as G = {g1, . . . , gM}, where gi = BiLSTM(xi, gi−1)∀i ∈ i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, is
the encoded representation of the input paragraph. xi is the vector embedding of the word wpi .
We deploy a unidirectional LSTM for sequential decoding of the caption C that leverages
both the encoded image and paragraph representations. The image embedding is provided as an
input to the decoder LSTM at timestep t = 1. In all subsequent timesteps, the decoder input is
the embedding yt−1 of the previous token wct−1. The decoder state at each timestep t is obtained
as ht = LSTM(yt−1, ht−1). To incorporate contextual information from the input paragraph, we
concatenate an attention-weighted sum of the encoder states, denoted as G̃t, to the current state ht.
At each decoder time step t ∈ {2, . . . N}, the attention weights αt over the encoder states depend






vᵀ(Wggi + Whht + b)∑M
i′=1 vᵀ(Wggi′ + Whht + b)
(6.2)
Finally, we pass the concatenated output through two dense layers with a non-linear activation
layer (e.g, ReLU) placed in between. The output logits are then passed through a Softmax function to
obtain the output distribution p(.) over the vocabulary. We train our model end-to-end by minimizing
the negative log-likelihood, i.e., θ∗ = arg minθ − log p(C | I,P ; θ). Note that we obtain the input
embeddings, xi, and yt, of the encoder and decoder respectively from the embedding layer of a
pretrained BERTBASE model.
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The model’s objective is to learn the optimal parameters θ∗ to maximize the log-likelihood





− log p(wct | wc1, . . . ,wct−1, I,P ; θ) (6.3)
6.5 Experiments and Results
6.5.1 Experimental Setup
Our architecture is developed in PyTorch. The number of samples in all train/val/test splits is
30,000/8000/8000. Each model is trained for 20 epochs, with a batch size of 16. On a Tesla V100-
PCIE-16 GB GPU, training 1 epoch taken 8 min. For each model variant, the best validation model
is used for testing. We experiment with models using pre-trained BERT token embeddings, as well
as learning token embeddings from scratch (with a vocabulary size of 100,000). We observe that
BERT token embeddings have a positive effect on the quality of captions (Figure 6.4), and hence
consider this configuration as default.
6.5.2 Quantitative Evaluation
Metrics. We use MSCOCO [89] automatic caption evaluation tool1 to quantitatively evaluate our
proposed model variants. We report scores for the BLEU-1, ROUGE-L, CIDEr, and SPICE metrics.
In addition, we also report scores for semantic similarity between ground truth (cgt) and generated
(cgen) captions: SemSim(cgt, cgen) = cosine(vcgt , vcgen), where vcgt and vcgen are the mean vectors
of constituent words in the respective captions from 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings.
Baselines. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work that studies contextual image
captioning. Therefore, we present two baselines that can also be regarded as ablated versions of our
model: Image-only and Text-only captioning.
Results. In Table 6.1, we report scores2 for the baselines and our model variants. Recall from
Section 6.3 that our models are based on various data splits: +NE,NE, and their respective overlap
variants. We observe that for the +NE split, contextual captions are not better than the unimodal
baselines on n-gram overlap based scores. This can be attributed to the nature of the dataset: NEs in
the paragraph differ from those in ground truth captions. Since contextual captions draw inference
from the paragraphs, the predicted NEs differ from ground truth captions as well, leading to lower
scores for n-gram overlap based metrics. For the NE splits as well as both the overlap splits,
contextual captions fare better than the baselines.
The observed low scores for BLEU-1, ROUGE-L, CIDEr, and SPICE hint towards the subjectivity
of the task. N-gram overlap based metrics do not accommodate varied interpretations and linguistic
diversity. Figure 6.3 exemplifies how image-only captions for different images are often similar,
while contextual captions (which utilized both textual and visual modalities) are linguistically richer.
1https://github.com/tylin/coco-caption
2The BLEU-1 and ROUGE-L scores are multiplied by 100, and CIDEr and SPICE scores are multiplied by 10 following
the standard practice.































Image-only 9.72 8.42 0.42 0.18 0.72
Text-only 8.71 7.85 0.68 0.29 0.73
Contextual 7.94 7.82 0.50 0.17 0.71
+NE-overlap
Image-only 8.64 7.84 0.50 0.19 0.73
Text-only 8.34 7.48 0.53 0.20 0.73
Contextual 10.13 9.57 0.84 0.31 0.75
NE
Image-only 5.96 6.42 0.37 0.14 0.71
Text-only 5.36 5.29 0.30 0.16 0.68
Contextual 6.37 6.93 0.45 0.19 0.72
NE-overlap
Image-only 7.80 7.50 0.38 0.16 0.76
Text-only 6.87 6.54 0.61 0.36 0.72
Contextual 9.30 9.68 0.78 0.50 0.77
Table 6.1: Quantitative Evaluation of baselines and Contextual Captioning on different data splits
High average SemSim scores of contextual captions are indicative of their thematic similarity
with the ground truth. Note that the splits with enforced similarity (-overlap) between paragraph and
caption fare better on SemSim, leading to the conjecture that with a cleaner dataset, it would be
possible to generate very relevant contextual captions.
Validation Performances of Test Models. We train each model for 20 epochs and chose the best
validation model for testing. Here, we report the validation losses of our reported test models.
Models +NE +NE- NE NE-
overlap overlap
Image-only 0.89 0.70 1.41 1.05
Text-only 1.39 1.46 1.38 1.27
Contextual 1.29 1.28 1.14 1.13
Table 6.2: Validation loss of the reported test models.
6.5.3 Qualitative Evaluation
Setup. A user study was set up on the crowd-sourcing platform Appen3 (formerly Figure8). 250
test samples were studied. Samples were chosen such that the paragraphs were of similar lengths
(40-80 words). For each sample, users were shown the image, its associated paragraph, and were
asked to rate 6 captions (4 contextual caption variants and 2 baselines from Table ??) on a scale
from 1 (irrelevant) to 5 (highly relevant). For analysis we consider captions rated ≥ 3 as superior,
and those rated < 3 as inferior.
Observations. We observe that for 80.4% of samples (201 out of 250), at least one of the 4 contextual
3https://appen.com








h Made the hike to Franklin Falls
and while waiting for some
other people to clear my shot,
I noticed how good the light
looked hitting the rocks.
I was driving down the moun-
tain. . . popped out my camera
to snag this shot. It’s beautiful
right now. . . there wasn’t nearly






l Rush hour on the nature coast. I love the snow mountains.





ly The view from the top of the cos-
mopolitan.






ly Pretty cool sunset. Rain ready for a local bar.
Figure 6.3: Linguistic richness of Contextual Captions in contrast to those generated from only image or only
text.
captioning models is rated strictly higher than both baselines, and for 94.8% of samples they are at
least as good as both baselines. A variant-wise analysis of this is shown in Table 6.3.
Image-only Text-only
≥ > ≥ >
+NE 71.6 42.4 74.4 38.4
+NE-overlap 69.6 42.8 74.0 44.4
NE 70.0 45.2 73.6 41.2
NE-overlap 76.0 48.4 81.2 49.6
Table 6.3: Percentage of samples where contextual captions are rated as good as or better than
baselines.
In 75.22% of samples, contextual captions were rated highest among all 6 captions. The variant-
wise analysis of the same is shown in Table 6.4.
+NE +NE- NE NE- Image- Text-
overlap overlap only only
17.79 15.83 15.86 25.74 14.98 9.87
Table 6.4: Percentage of samples rated highest per model.
We identify three categories of sample:
• Significant: samples where at least one of the 6 methods generate a caption with rating ≥ 3.
These constitute 46% of samples (115/250).
• Insignificant: samples on which all 6 methods obtain a rating < 3. Here, paragraphs show
substantial randomness and offer little context for the image. It appears impossible to generate
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good contextual captions for such samples.
• Bad-base: samples which are insignificant (rating < 3) with respect to both baselines. These
constitute 80.4% of samples (201/250).
For 86.09% of Significant samples (99/115), contextual Captions were rated higher than the
baselines. A detailed analysis is given in Table 6.5.
Image-only Text-only
≥ > ≥ >
+NE 66.1 55.7 67.8 47.0
+NE-overlap 64.4 53.9 69.6 54.0
NE 60.9 48.7 64.4 43.5
NE-overlap 72.17 59.1 78.3 58.3
Table 6.5: Percentage of Significant samples where contextual captions are rated as good as or better
than baselines.
The ratings of 32.8% (67 of 201) of Bad-base samples were made significant, i.e., improved to
strictly≥ 3, by the best contextual captioning model. In other words, contextual captioning generates
superior captions for samples with inferior baseline captions.
NE-overlap emerged as the best contextual captioning split, closely followed by +NE-overlap, in
both the quantitative and qualitative evaluation.
Factorial Experiment. We conduct another study taking the form of a 2 × 2 × 2 full factorial
experiment based on three factors – presence of NEs, caption-paragraph overlap, and use of pre-
trained BERT token embeddings. We study the effect of these factors with a user study (with a
similar setup as the one described in Section 6.5.3) with all factor combinations. The effect of each
of the factors can be seen in Figure 6.4. Using BERT token embeddings is by far the most effective
in enhancing caption quality. It is interesting to note that presence of NEs (including its interaction
with other factors) has a negative effect – captions without NEs are rated higher. Caption-paragraph
overlap splits are also rated higher, which indicates that high inter-modality content overlap is
necessary for generating good contextual captions.
Figure 6.4: Effect of various factors of our Contextual Captioning models.
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6.5.4 Further Discussion
Named Entities in Captions. The user study shows that the presence of named entities (NE) has
a deteriorating effect on the caption quality. We conjecture that a lack of strong cues from the
paragraphs lead to incorrectly generated NEs. Future work should also explore copy mechanisms to
copy NEs from paragraphs to captions.
Presence and absence of Named Entities. Both from the quantitative and qualitative evaluations,
it becomes apparent that captions without NEs are thematically closer to ground truth (SemSim in
Table 6.1) as well as preferred by humans. This is an interesting observation on the nature of captions
– a generic abstract commentary seems to be of greater value than those including specifics, as in
captions with NEs.
Caption Quality. We observe that the captions generated by the baselines do not show linguistic
diversity (Figure 6.3). “The view from my hotel window.”, “My friend and I. . . ” etc. are common
templates learned by the models. We conjecture that training the model on samples containing cleaner
paragraphs that have a high content overlap with the image would yield nicer captions. We partially
emulate this in our -overlap splits, which indeed show better model performance.
Nature of paragraphs. Recall that the text paragraphs in our dataset are constructed by concatenat-
ing user comments on a Reddit post. Most often these paragraphs are very noisy and offer very little
context overlap with the image. While this increases the linguistic diversity of generated captions,
it often leads to meaningless captions which are eventually rated low by human judges. It is our
conjecture that training the model on samples containing cleaner paragraphs (like the Lonely Planet
dataset proposed by [26]), which have a high content overlap with the image, would lead to better
quality captions. We partially emulate this in our -overlap splits, which indeed lead to nicer model
performances.
In this chapter we proposed the novel task of Contextual Image Captioning that exploits image-
text synergy of multimodal documents. Table 6.5 shows a few good and bad examples of contextual
captions generated by our model. To facilitate a thorough study of this problem, we curate a new
dataset comprising 250,000 multimodal Reddit posts. We provide a detailed analysis of the dataset
along with experimental results to identify interesting factors that determine the quality of generated
captions. We hope that our work will kindle and support follow-up research on this under-explored
task, with downstream applications like content authoring tools and multimodal dialogue.
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Image
Paragraph Shes pretty. Sorry for your
loss. If only dogs had a
longer lifespan than hu-
mans! If only we picked
the one that would bury
us. . . . That aside, I see you
made each others life won-
derful.
Thats a dope shot, nice.
Thats cool Looks like the
Rouge River. Arent those
tunnels better known as
bridges ? Its not really a
bridge its not used for peo-
ple to get across.
Lenticular clouds are
cool. . . Super cool! Looks
like a giant tree. . . These
are called lenticular
clouds. This must be the
most enticing pic of a
mountain I ever saw.
Contextual Cap-
tions
My only friend passed
away last year. He passed
away from cancer.
A beautiful stream I en-
countered on holiday.
Some of these clouds are




My friend is a new friend.
My son’s dog.
A picture I took at a morn-
ing in my hometown.
A picture I took in my




Rest easy, hear surgery.
Cancer, and essa. He died
last year.
Milky way over the clouds
worth it however.
A collage from the top of a
cliff bench at midnight.
Image
Paragraph You absolute legend you.
Thanks so much! I saw
it and thought the same
thing! I tried r/skeletons
just gave me spooky bone
memes. I’ll check fossils
though! One of those stu-
dents are headed to kryp-
ton.
there is nothing NSFW
about this Beijing agent
says what. . . US says
HK police can handle
this. . . HK ppl says please
stop violence. . . I say i am
just a HK citizen. . . Cop
used to be an adventurer.
The Jefferson Memorial
will always be my fa-
vorite DC monument. I’ve
lived in the area for fifteen
years and *finally* saw
this beauty for myself in
person. It was absolutely
worth the hellish traffic!
Contextual Cap-
tions
I drew this and I thought it
looked cool. I want to be a
good artist.
This is a real unedited pic-
ture ever taken.
A beautiful sunset ship




My first time on a year ago,
and I just got a photo of
this photo.
My first ever attempt at a
photo of a year ago.




Danny Devito ink drawing
lights up optical.
Hong Kong protesters
fired a letter to the protest
police threatening by
police. Pepper spray
Tragedy in Pittsburgh, pa
18 years final night the
highway.




This dissertation broadly addresses problems involving the interplay of images and text in web-
content. The efforts are directed to encourage research in the domain of multimodal document
understanding. Here we summarize our contributions and discuss the scopes for future research.
7.1 Summary
Each of the research areas discussed below, although well-studied, are rife with various shortcomings.
We have addressed some of the limitations and introduced new facets through our contributions in
this dissertation.
Image Retrieval. Search and retrieval of images predominantly function by matching query key-
words with textual tags associated with images, like user-provided tags and automatically detected
tags (objects, scenes etc.). The key shortcomings of this approach are twofold: (1) image tags are
often incomplete (not encompassing all visible objects), (2) intrinsic thematic associations between
text and visual content that humans recognize (for example, “environment friendly vehicle” refer-
ring to transport without carbon emissions, like bicycles) are lacking in image search systems. In
Chapter 3 we propose an image retrieval system to mitigate these limitations. Our experimental
results reveal that using information from three modalities – visual data from images, textual data
from users’ query, and commonsense knowledge to bridge the semantic gap between them – leads to
effective image retrieval.
Automatic Image Tagging. Automatic image tagging typically begins with identifying visual objects
within an image by surrounding the regions with ‘bounding boxes’, followed by proposing the most
confident prediction out of a limited number of object classes that the detector was trained with. This
often leads to noisy object detection: for example, a ‘person’, ‘tennis racket’, ‘tennis court’, and
‘lemon’ could be detected in the same image, where the lemon is clearly thematically out of place. In
Chapter 4 we propose to clean up such inter-object incoherence, and enrich the set of image tags
with thematic commonsense knowledge concepts. For instance, in the above illustrative example, we
replace the tag ‘lemon’ with ‘tennis ball’ based on visual similarities between an array of objects and
probability of its spatial co-location with the other identified objects (‘person, ‘tennis racket, ‘tennis
court’). Additionally, we add the thematic tags ‘sports’ and ‘entertainment’. A user study shows that
the enriched tag space proposed by our model is more expressive than that proposed by traditional
image tagging systems.
Text-Image Alignment. In Chapter 5 we study the problem of automatically selecting relevant
images for a story and aligning them to textual paragraphs based on text-image semantic similarity.
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While prior works propose systems to align small image regions to textual phrases, or whole images
to single sentences, our contribution considers the overall context of a big story by solving a global
optimization problem for a more efficient thematic alignment.
Image Captioning. Traditional image captioning tools generate straightforward descriptions of the
visual content of images. Much of the prior works in this field rely on big crowd-sourced data sets of
descriptive image captions. The need for crowd-sourcing can be understood in the context of available
image-caption pairs on social media sites like Flickr, Pinterest etc.: these capture sentimental and
thematic concepts rather than explicitly describing the visual image content. With our contribution
in Chapter 6 we venture away from descriptive captions, and use contextual information (text
surrounding an image, for example the associated paragraph in a multimodal story) to generate
thematic captions which capture knowledge from both the textual and visual modalities. The captions
generated this way are closer to the real-world image captions (on social media sites).
Our experimental results show improvements over state-of-the-art methods (where available).
7.2 Future Research Directions
We anticipate that the research presented in this dissertation will encourage the Natural Language
Processing and Artificial Intelligence research communities to pursue the open challenges that have
not been addressed so far. Following are some scopes that we think are worth exploring.
User Intent in Multimodal Contexts. The user’s information need or intent behind a query is an
important aspect in any search scenario. In multimodal contexts, this becomes even more challenging.
For example, with the query “environment friendly transport” a user might want to see images
of electric vehicles, or manual means of short-distance transport like bicycles, skateboards etc.
While some of the intent can be deciphered from the user’s search history, it is still a subjective
and challenging issue. Similar challenges exist for text-image semantic alignment. In certain cases
like news articles, images and adjoining paragraphs need to be explicitly depicting certain objects
and events, while in other cases like personal blog posts, images are often used for broad thematic
illustration. Although a high-level personalization can tackle the problem to some extent, a deeper
understanding of topic, context, and user intent is required.
Understanding Linguistic Styles. Language often assumes interesting narrative structures beyond
literal retelling of events and thoughts. The use of figures of speech like metaphors (“The curtain of
night fell upon us.”), hyperboles (“The news was a dagger to his heart.”) or other linguistic devices
like sarcasm (“I work 40 hours a week to be this poor.”), and allegory (“All animals are equal but
some animals are more equal than others.”) is common practice to make narration interesting. When
dealing with multimodal applications like image retrieval or text-image alignment, this warrants an
additional challenge because of the lack of direct mappings from text to visual objects. Understanding
high-level implications become essential in tackling such linguistic styles. For example, the above
hyperbole should not be paired with images of daggers, and “animals” may refer to human beings
in a bureaucratic setup for the cited allegory. A deeper understanding of such linguistic styles is
necessary for sophisticated machine understanding of human language.
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Multimodal Chat-bots. Person-to-person digital communication has evolved in the very recent past
and has taken a multimodal direction. From SMS-interfaces using predominantly text and simple
emoticons, we have expanded chats with visually appealing (often animated) emoticons, memes, and
GIFs. Following the trend, chat-bots should ramp up their abilities to better connect with and assist
humans. To this end, research learning associations between visual data (GIFs, memes, emoticons)
and textual chats will be a valuable contribution.
We hope that the research presented in this dissertation, the new resources introduced, and the
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